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(• i ) 
Summary 
The study of gas as a Lubricant between two non-paraUel rigid 
surfaces in relative motion is a particular case of viscous compressibLe 
fluid flow under restrictive conditions. MathematicalLy, this physical 
phenomenon is governed by Reynolds equation which is a non-linear 
partial di f ferent iai equation of parabolic type. Closed form solutions 
are rare, excepting special cases, usually of a simplified problem. 
Previous numerical solutions have mainly used the method of finite 
differences but recent studies have employed the finite element method 
to solve the time-independent Reynolds equation. However, as for the 
time-dependent case, it appears this is the first ever attempt to use 
the Galerkin finite element technique to solve the transient Reynolds 
equation. As such, hopefully, a small claim of originality in 
présentât ion of the solution technique is justified. 
The first chapter covers the background material of the 
hydrodynamic lubrication phenomenon. The suitability of gas as a 
lubricant is examined and its important contribution towards the 
development of modern machinery is highlighted. In chapter 2 the full 
Reynolds equation is derived. Through the theory of viscou^ 
compressible fluid flow the system of Navier-Stohes equations of motion 
is first deduced, which is then subjected to ? î et of special 
( i i ) 
conditions, appLicabLe only to Lubricant fLow between surfaces in 
reiative motion. A further order-of-magnitude analysis simplifies the 
Navier-Stokes system into the required time-dependent Reynolds equation. 
In chapter 3, the finite element method of solution of Reynolds 
equation is fully developed. The GaLerkin finite element technique is 
applied to both the space and time domains. This is perhaps where the 
main d i f ference Lies between this work and other Galerkin finite element 
techniques encountered in other numerical research publicat ions. It 
appears, so far, the most commonly used technique to solve a partial 
differential equation of parabolic type is to employ the Galerkin finite 
element only to the space domain and a finite di fference formulation, 
usually the Crank-Nicolson formulation, to the time domain. However, 
the numerical technique used in this work is found to be able to 
approximate to the 3rd or 4th decimal place of accuracy, as shown in 
some of the calculations presented. 
Chapters 4 and 5 are concerned with testing of the numerical 
algorithm. 
In chapter 4, the computer code is first applied to the infinitely 
long gas slider bearing, the i-D time-independent case whose analytic 
ion is well known. As such a comparative study can be made between 
our solutions and those of the well established results. In addition, a 
closed form analytic solution of the i-D time-dependent Reynolds 
(• i i i) 
equation under special boundary conditions is derived. This is then 
used to check with the numerically calculated values. In either case, 
the numerical algorithm provides results which are good to within the 
3rd or 4th decimal place of the exact solutions. 
Finally in chapter 5 various cases of the 3-D rectangular gas 
slider bearing are considered. Results obtained for these are found to 
agree to four decimal places with other well-established results by 
other researchers in the field, using the finite d i fference technique. 
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Introduction 
1.1 A Histor i cat Perspective 
Hydrodynsmic fiLm Lubrication had been effectively used Long before its 
theory was fuLLy understood. It was at first thought that bearing 
friction was basically a function of the bearing materials. Not until 
1SS3, when the first significant attempt to theoretically analyse film 
Lubricat ion in journal bearings was made by Petrov (1883) did it become 
clear that the bearing friction phenomenon was a far more complicated 
concept than that. Although Petrov "s study was a radical, departure from 
the coismonly accepted view of the time, his friction equation was able 
to predict values which agreed closely with experimental results. 
In early experiments, Tower (i383—1885), T h u r s t o n d S Y ? ) and others 
(Bary'snE.,i85i;HodgeSjl852) used Liquid or oil Lubricated bearings for 
their investigations, though Hirn (1854) had mentioned air as a possible 
Lubricant as early as 1S54. Stefan (1674) showed that when two flat 
surfaces were pressed together, a thin fiLm of air remained between them 
sufficient to explain the "apparent adhesion". Others like Klein and 
Sommerf ieLd (1903) and Charron (i9i0) separately, after years of dry 
friction experiments conducted in air and in a vacuum, came to a similar 
conclusion ti'-jat only by allowing for the lubricating effect of air 
between rubbing surfaces couLd a better understanding of dry friction be 
attained. However, gas lubrication was still not widely discussed until 
an a ir~Lubri cated journal bearing was successfully built by Kingsbury 
(1897) from which he was able to derive some excellent experiiT/ental 
data. The study of gas Lubrication was further encouraged after 
Harrison's (1913) theoretical study in which he propounded the first 
ever solutions for the infinitely Long gas-Lubricated slider and journal 
bearings. Since then many others have contributed towards the 
development and analysis of gas lubrication; among them are 
MitcheLli:i905,l?29), Stone(1921) , Hersey(1936,1966), Fuller(1947), 
Con5tantine5CU(1959,1969), Pini<u5(i95S), Gross( i96i) and Tipe i (1962). It 
is only with the advent of the computer in the late 50"s and other 
present day special purpose bearing requirements that the importance of 
gas Lubrication is now being fully recognised. 
1.2 Lubrication - A General Molecular Study 
The phenomenon of friction between perfectly dry surfaces in contact or 
in relative motion to each other is well known. These surfaces, which 
are usually metallic in modern machinery, wear out rapidly and the life 
of the machine is thus considerably shortened. A foreign substance, 
usually a fluid, is introduced between the surfaces to prevent this 
rapid wearing and tearing of the contact surfaces. 
The main functions of lubricants are, 
(i) to penetrate between the surfaces, changing the phenomenon itself 
by redistributing pressures uniformly along the surfaces and thus 
reducing the frictional damage; 
(2) to asBiE-t in the rapid dissipation of heat caused by frictionai 
f o r c e s ; 
(3) to prevent generaL corrosi on and erosion of the machinery parts 
i n v o l v e d ; 
(4) to ensure c o m p l e t e seating b e t w e e n the two surfaces. 
To explain the phenomenon of f l u i d L u b r i c a t i o n Let us first assume t h a t 
a l a y e r of L u b r i c a n t , be it gaseous o r Liquid^ has penetrated b e t w e e n 
the s u r f a c e s S^ a n d S_ of two metalltc bodies in c o n t a c t . 
S , \iuiiiiiiiii!!i/nn!Hn////i I 





Fig. ( 1 . 1 ) MoLecuLar Layers b e t w e e n s u r f a c e s 
The fluid m o L e c u l e s which usually contain chains of unsaturated 
hydrocarbons with active oxygen atoms orient themselves against the 
surface of the m e t a l , forming a prifriary layer P of m o l e c u l e s , which 
adheres s t r o n g l y to the m e t a l l i c surface. F i g . (1.1). The remaining 
layers superimposed above this primary Layer in turn orient themselves 
so that theTr active sides are toward each other, owing to the forces of 
mutual a t t r a c t i o n , F i g . (1.2). The remaining layers, slide easily, 
provided that the forces of attraction of the molecules of various 
layers are neutralized. The retention of m o l e c u l e s by the m e t a l l i c 
surfaces is due to their reciprocal electric field, metal to 
f l u i d . ( S u t h e r l a n d , 1 8 9 3 ) 
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Fig. (1.2) Molecular central layer C 
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Different fluids behave differently in easing the sliding of the layers 
of oriented molecules located close to the metallic surfaces. The term 
"Lubricating power" is defined as the property whereby Lubricants, when 
arranged in layers, orient their molecules in such a way as to decrease 
the resistance of- the Layers to sliding. It is therefore a very 
important property of the lubricants because it aids in reducing machine 
wear. 
Other than the primary layer P, a central layer C, Fig. ('l.!), is formed 
between the surfaces. Within this layer movement of the lubricant 
follows the hydrodynamic Laws of viscous fluids, (BoswalI.192S) 
•1.3 Uhy Gas Bearings? 
Until quite recently most commonLy used lubricants were water, oil, 
grease and other similar substances. In spite of. -the fact that 
Kingsbury successfully buiLt an air-Lubricated journal bearing as Long 
ago as 1S97, (Kingsbury,i897) the study of gas bearings Lay dormant 
until the mid -50"s, but since then the use of gas bearings has greatLy 
accelerated. Today gas bearings are found in all pai'ts of industry. 
They are used in machine-tooL spindles, dentaL drills, turbomachinery, 
gyroscopes, circulators, refrigerators, liquefiers, inspection and 
measuring instruments, to name just e few applications. The special 
advantages of gas bearings are; 
CI) As the viscosity of a gas does- not change significantly over wide 
temperature ranges, gas bearings are useful in both high-
temperature technology and Low-temperature cryogenic appL icat ions. 
Fig. (inJ) shows the almost constant value assumed by the 
viscosity of a ir J compared to the Large fluctuations of the 
viscosities of water and oil over the same temperature range. 
(2) Because of low frictionai losses, gas bearings are used for high-
speed electrical motors, taking advantage of the fact that higher 
speeds mean that smaller-size motors are needed to deliver the 
same power, 
(3) Gases, as Lubricants, are relatively clean and will not 
contaminate thè bearing surfaces. 
(4) Gas bearings permit quiet, v i brat i onLess motion with negligible 
wearn In contrast with liquids, the viscosity of a gas increases 
with temperature, thus providing a built-in protection against 
bearing fai Lure due to a sudden rise in operating temperatures 
above the steady-state vaLue. 
(5.) Because air is readily available at negligible cost, it is most 
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Fig. (1.3) Comparison between viscosity of water, oil and air at 
various temperatures CDiagram taken from Tipei(i962) p489J 
1.4 Some Physical Properties of Gases 
As we are interested in the mechanical aspects of gas flow processes, 
the genersL relationship between the pressure and density of a gas and 
the behaviour of its viscosity under extremes of temperatures are of 
special importance. 
(a) Transformation of State: 
Under poiytropic transformation, the relationship between 
pressure, p and density, p of a gas is given by 
PP ^ = constant 
when X = 0 the flow is known as "isobaric" 
X = 1 the flow is known as "isothermal" 
Jii = k the flow is known as "adiabat ic", 
In gas Lubrication X is not a constant, but for most cases, it 
assumes values very close to unity - implying "isothermal" flow. 
•1-S 
(b) Viscositys 
For small pressure variations of about 10 N/m^ which is typical 
in gas lubrication, the influence of pressure on viscosity of a 
Newtonian fluid may be ignored. Normaiiy the temperature does not 
vary significantLy in gas bearings so we can assume that the 
viscosity, fj is constant. Tables of viscosity versus temperature 
and pressure of various gases are contained in standard texts on 
gas lubrication, (Gross,1962; Constantinescu,1969; Cameron,1981) 
1.5 Aims and Objectives 
The aims and objectives of this thesis are to show how the time-
dependent Reynold's equation, which is the governing equation of the 
hydrodynamic lubrication phenomenon, can be solved numerically by the 
Finite Element Method, In the next chapter the full Reynold's equation 
is derived, which is then solved in Chapter 3 by the Finite Element 
Method applying Galerkin's technique to both the time and space domains. 
In Chapter 4, the computer algorithm is then first applied to the 
infinitely long gas slider bearing, the one-dimension case whose well 
known analytic solution was first produced by HarrisonC1913) As such, a 
comparative study can be made between our solutions and those of the 
well established results. In addition to that, a purely theoretical, 
analytic solution of the time dependent, one dimension Reynolds' 
equation, subject to certain boundary conditions, is derived. Our 
numerical values when compared to those obtained from the analytic 
1-9 
soLut i ons, confirm further that our numericaL method does work and the 
results produced are good to within the third or fourth decimai place. 
Finally in Chapter 5 various cases of the three dimensional rectangular 
gas slider bearing are considered. Results obtained for these cases 
again compare favourably with other well-established results by 
Sross(1959) and other workers (Michael, 1959; Tang, 1971.) in the field, 
using the finite d i fference method. Thus, in conclusion, we feel that 
our Galerkin finite element technique indeed provides a practical and 
reasonably accurate rnethod of solution for the transient Reynolds' 




2.1 Characteristics of 6as Lubricant Flow - The One DimensionaL Reynolds 
Equation 
The flow of the gas Lubricant is a part icuLar case of viscous compressible 
fluid flow and the governing equation is Reynolds equation. To illustrate 
the phenomenon of fluid flow through converging surfaces under relative 
motion, the classic example of a plane wedge slider bearing of infinite 
length is considered.(Mitchell,1950) 
B 
hi I liinumiiLiiiniimlijJUJiunjimm D U 
Fig. 2.1 Fluid flow through converging surfaces at relative velocities 
As shown in Fig. 2-1, surface AB is fixed while surface CD moves with 
velocity U. The fluid film thickness at any point x is h(x) with entry h^ 
at AC and exit h^ at 80 where h^ > h^. The gas velocity immediately 
adjacent to AB is zero, while the layer touching CD moves with velocity U. 
Initially suppose that the velocity gradient falls Linearly from CD to AB. 
Taking the mean velocity to be U/2, the flow per unit length q = - Uh. 
X X. 
Since h decreases continuously from C to 0, this assumption implies more 
fluid flowing in than out, which is impossible of course. Thus, the theory 
of continuity of mass flow demands the presence of a pressure in the fluid 
flow, which will restrict the velocity gradients at both ends to assume 
profiles as shown in Fig. 2-2. Thus the pressure must increase until a 
certain point at h = h (say) where ^^ = 0, then it begins to decrease 
V e l o c i t y P ro f i le max Pressure 
I 
lìliììììììlìlììììlìììììììììì 
V e l o c i t y 
Pro f i le 
Fig. 2.2 Velocity gradients at entry and exit to plane wedge slider bearing 
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From simple dimeriBionai analysis (Cameron, 1981) it can be shown that 
q (2.-1) 
^x k' Iz" ¡J dx 
from which Reynolds equation for the pressure gradient in one dimension can 
be deduced.(Grassam and Powell,1964) 
h 
The pressure itself is obtained by direct integration 
p(.xJ = 6}JU I dx + p (2',3.) 
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2.2 Equations of Motion for Viscous Compressible FLuid-fLow 
The general equations of motion for viscous compressibie fluid-flow are 
derived from the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy and the 
equation of state.The Reynolds equation is a special case of these. 
However, before deriving the full equation, certain assumptions regarding 
the lubricant flow need to be made, which will be listed for later 
considérât ion. 
2.3 The Equation of State 
The equation of state expresses a relationship between pressure and density 
of the form 
pp = constant 
In the case of gas-film lubrication, the isothermal condition X = 1 
prevaiIs. 
2-4 
2.4 The Equation of Mass Conservation 
The equation for mass conservât ion, often known as equation of continuity, 
relates the change in density in an elemental volume to the net in flow into 
this volume» For an elemental volume V, enclosed within a surface S, as 
shown in Fig. 2.3 
n 
dS 
Fig. 2.3 Elemental volume for mass conservation 
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The equation can be written 
pu .n .dS + f If dV = 0 
JQ J J vly 5t 
where û . is the i^^ component of the veLocity vector 
p is the density of fluid 
n̂ . is the i^^ component of unit outward normal, 
On applying the Divergence theorem, this becomes 
c Cpuj), . . If 3dV = 0 
Since the volume element is arbitrary, we obtain 
= 0 
which is the equation of continuity. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The Navier-Stokes Equation of Motion 
We next consider the conservation of momentum in this elemental volume. The 
time rate of change of momentum across the surface plus the change of 
momentum within the volume must be equal to the net tractive force T. plus 
2 - 6 
eKternal force f. acting on the volume (where f. is the external force per 
unit mass vector). So we have, 
u.pu.n.dS + f - I c p u J d V = f T.dS + f pf.dV 
Jc ^ J J 5t ^ 1 Vg ^ i 
= f T . .n .dS + f pf .dV (2.7) 
ij J ^v ^ 
where i are the surface stresses acting on the system. Again, on applying 
the Divergence Theorem, and the arbitrary volume argument, the above 
equation becomes: 
'•«'"¡"j^'j = 'jj'j (2.S.) 
On performing the partial di fferentiation on the first term of the left-hand 
side and using the continuity equation, this reduces to 
= (2.9) 
2-7 
Now the rate of strain tensor is given by 
1 . 
£ = - ( y + U , > 
ij 2 i\i j'i' (2.-10; 
For a Newtonian fluid and from considérât ion of symmetry and isotrophy, the 
general relationship between stress and strain rates is, 
T . . = C-p + AS, , . . + 2üS . . 
'J îk ij ij (2. 11) 
where A = constant 
fj = viscosity 
c5 . . = Kronecker delta 
p = hydrostat ic pressure. 
On summing the normal stresses, equation (2.11) becomes 
= -3p ^ C 3 W (2.12) 
which s h o w s t h a t , in order to arrive at 
P = - 11 ^ '22 " 
the hydrostatic pressure is the average of the normal stresses, 3.\ + 2p = 0 
is needed. 
2-S 
i.e. A = - ^ which is sometimes known as Stokes 
assumpt i on. 
Rewriting equation C2.ll), 
I . . = -pi5 . . + . . - ^e, ,6 . .) 
ij fj 7j 3 kk ÌJ 
Di fferentiating the above with respect to x^., 
U J TJ J TJ J ^ ^ kk ij 'j 
U ' J ^ U 'j 3 ^ Jj 'i 
since £ . . = i if j = i. 
7 1 
Substituting from equation (2.Ì0), we have, 
which is further substituted into the momentum equation (2,9) giving, 
2-9 
the Navier-Stokes equations of motion for compress i bLe, unsteady 
fLow. CKaufmann, 1963; Niine-Thofnson, 1963; WaLowit and Anno,1975) 
2.6 SimpLif ication of Equations of Motion 
ALL types of gas-bearings have the common characteristic property that the 
thickness, h, of the Lubricant fiLm is extremeiy smaLL compared to other 
dimensions of the Lubricated surfaces.. The ratio of the thickness, h, to a 
characteristic Length L, of a typicaL rectanguLar gas sLider bearing is 
h -3 
- = 0(10 ) or Less. Thus as motion takes pLace in very thin Layers, some 
of the terms in the Navier Stokes equations can be discarded because they 
are of smaLL order: 
2-10 
X 
Fig. 2.4 Two Surfaces of Arbitrary Shape 
1. Not alL components u^ = u, = v and u^ = w of the veLocity vector U 
rv 
of a fLuid particle in the interior of the Lubricant film have the same 
order of fnagnitude. In particuLar^ component v in the Y-direction, as 
shown in Fig (2.4) which is normal to surface CI), is smaller, 
approximately by a factor p than the components u and w. 
Since there is a relative velocity between the surfaces, the 
derivatives of any veLocity component with re^p?zt to y is Larger by a 
2 - 1 1 
factor ^ 10^ than derivatives of the component with respect to the 
other two coordinates x and z. 
The following is a table giving the relative order of magnitude of the 
derivatives appearing in the system Eif « = ^ = OCIO"^.), then v = Oi«u, «w) 
froffl continuity equation. For convenience, Let us assume that x and 2, 
thereby u and w, are of comparable magnitude, which is generally true in 
practice, then v = 0(«u)J. 
2-12 
Table of Derivatives 






i l n §.Ih_ 
3x3y' 3y3z' 3x3y' 3y3z 
3u au aw 3w 3y 
3K' 3Z' ax' az' 3y 
2 2 2 2 2 2 






2' U 0(h« )z2 n 
3 fx 3 fx ifv 
3x3z n 
These relative orders of magnitude apply to the entire lubricant film 
excepting possibly at points where one of the derivatives vanishes. 
(Constant inescUf1969) 
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Further simpLi fication of the equations of motion are possible if the 
' following assumptions are made: 
1. The body forces can be considered as negligible excepting cases where 
magneto-hydrodynamic forces are involved. 
2. As the lubricant film is usually very thin compared to all other Length 
scales the pressure is taken as constant across the thickness of the 
f i Im. 
3. The curvature of the surface is very Large compared to film thickness 
so that surface velocities could be considered as uni-directional. 
4. Assuming the fluid lubricant layer adjacent to the boundary moves with 
the same velocity as that of the boundary, i.e. no slip at the 
boundary. 
5. The lubricant is a Newtonian fluid, the flow is laminar and fluid 
inertia is neglected as flow is assumed to be approx imately uni-
d i rect ional. (Cameron, •19SÎ ) 
Now for an order-of-magnitude analysis, let us first rewrite the Navier 
Stokes equations in component form: (assuming constant viscosity since the 
fluid is a gas; dropping the body forces terms; and neglect i ng v) we have 
2-14 
rau 3u 3ui 3u 
•¿K'^ax 
^r ^ ar ^ aw 1 
2 ar ,8u ^ aw, ] 
- 3 ai^- J 
° = ~ ax^^ay^' ^ ar^ay^ 3 ay.^^ax a x ^ 
(2.15.) 
(2.-16) 
(2.17) 3 azL''^3x • 3z J 
The above can be expressed in dimensionLess forms by the foLLowing 
normsLisations: 
X = Lx; y = hy; z = Lz; 
u = Uu; w = Uw where U is a characteristic speed of 
the relative motion of the surfaces; 
t = and 
¡JUL 
P = P 
h" 
Working with equation (2.15), we have ̂  reme/rib': r i ng and defining R, the 
UL 
Reynolds number as R = p-- , we obtain 
_ ie + _ir3u,. 
3x 3y'3y"" 
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For the most Lubrication probLems, however, R « I, so the Left-hand 
side can be neglected. The above equation is reduced to 
ax ay 3y 
By the same reasoning equation (2.17) can also be reduced to a simiLar form. 
1 —i 
With regard to equation (2.16),first multiplying throughout by fpUl/h > 
° 3y ^ " [ax^sy ^ az-^ay' - 3 ay^ai a i ^ 
•-I The Last term can be discarded again because « « 1 so that the above 
equation becomes f- = 0. 
ay 
Thus equations (2,15), (2.16) and (2.17) become 
ax ay'ay' ^ 
r = ° ay 
-ie + ^iriw. = o 
az ay'ay' ° 
2 - 1 6 
which, when reverted back to their originai dimensionai form, are the 
ciassicai momentum equations for Lubrication, first introduced by Reynolds 
in 1886: 
Bp 3 3u 
a-K = aV'^a-y-^ 
32 (2.20) 
2.7 Velocity Distribution 
Since the pressure p, is independent of y, (equation ( 2 . 1 9 ) t w o 
intégrât ions of the first and third equations (see eq. C2.ÎS) and 
eq.(2.20))of the system with respect to y, would yieid velocity 
distributions in the x and z directions. Assume the boundary conditions 
at S^ : y = 0, u = U^, v = 0, w = W^, 
and S... : y = h, u = U,,, v = 0, w = W..,. 
That i s 
u = T- l^iv"^' - yh) + ^(U. ) + LI 
I'u Bk ^ h 2! -î i 2.U • "  r "1 (2.21) 
and 
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•1 3p 2 y 
w = T- T-fy - yh) + MW. -la ) + IJ 
I'ii 3z • h 2' i i (2.22.) 
A simpler case fn which the relative motion of the surfaces is maintained by 
keeping one of them stationary while the other moves with velocity U, leads 
to the following simpler version of equations C2.21) and (2.22) 
At S^ : y = 0, u = U, v = w = 0 
S.., : y = h, u = 0, v = w = 0 
u = ru - ^^ - (2.23) ¿V 3x h 
yh 3p._ y. 
w = - è- -i^cl - (2.24) ¿p 32 h 
2.S The Pressure Equation 
The continuity equation can be integrated in y to yield 
if^y + + r!cpw)dy + I pv = 0 (2.25) 
Assuming the set of initial conditions as before, the first integral becomes 
2 - 1 8 
The second integral can be shown to be 
,h , _ .3 
^(pu)dy ^ - f S - 1 - IcU... •• • ^ ^ 
Bxl 12y 3x J 
y y^'j. + --CpCU + U •r3K 2 3x 2 1 
and a simitar express ion for the third integral 
r aLso ipv = 0 since v(h)=v(0)=0, being the initial conditions 
L J 0 
With these express ions , equation (2.25) can be rewritten ass 
J-f&L^iE] + 3e] ^ _3 _ e _ 
3xLl2iJ axj 3el12v 3hJ at'^'^' -r 
. CR., -
3x k' 1 3z 
+ 5 i^icpCU... + + + 14^)3} 
2 Bh " -2 "i— 3z' 
In the special case of U^ = U, = = W.̂  = 0 the above equation 
s impl i f i es to 
3 3 
- i f e d i e ] + „ifet! i e 
3xi fj 3xj 3zji ¡J 3z, = 6Cjp:2ph) + -^-(.gUh)! 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
For gas lubrication the process is usually i sothermal i . e . - = cons tant , so 
P 
that the f i n a l form of the pressure equation (Gross,1962) is normally 
written as 
J - [ A ] + / - i ^ l = 6C~f(2ph) + r^(pUh)J 3xji jj 3xj 3z l p 3zj 3t 3x (2.28) 
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On the o t h e r hand if U^ = U , W^ = W, = = 0 , t h e n we h a v e , from 
e q u a t i o n ( 2 . 2 6 ) , a n d the isothermai condition 
MEii'lE] , rn'm = 6 c / - f 2 p h ) . / ( p U h . ) . / c p W h n 
Replacing the l e t t e r z by y and W by V, the above e q u a t i o n becomes 
which is, in vector form, 
V, Vp - 6phU 1 = 12 7r(ph) (2 .31 . ) 
L H " J o t 
3 5 
where ^ = - - f + j and U = U i + V j -
E q u a t i o n ( 2 . 3 1 ) w i l l be s o l v e d by the F i n i t e E l e m e n t Method. 
2 - 2 0 
Chapter 3 
Solution of Reynolds Equation 
3.1 Introduction 
The ReynoLds equation is a non-Linear partial d i f ierent iai equation of 
parabolic type. Closed form solutions are rare, excepting special cases, 
usually of a simplified problem. Previous numerical solutions have 
typically used method of finite differences (Michael,1959; Gross and 
Tang,-Î96i) but recent studies (Redd i j 1969; Reddi and Chu,1970; Wada and 
Hayashi,i97i) have employed the finite element method. The popularity of 
the latter numerical technique is perhaps mainly due to its ability to 
handle any odd-shaped domains, and the generally difficult mixed boundary 
conditions. With finite difference techniques^ the differential equation is 
replaced by its finite difference analogue at a set of discrete points in 
the domain. In the finite element approach, the global variational 
integrals are computed using local functions on subdomains called finite 
elements. 
The two common avenues CF in lay son, 1972; AMin,i9S2.) that will lead to the 
same finite element formulation are the variational approach and the 
we ighted residual approach. The variational models which were the earliest 
mathematical formulations usually involve finding the nodal parameters that 
yield an extremu/n of a certain , functional. Though in most cases it is 
possible to assign a physical meaning to the integral being optimised, 
sped fying the functional in non-linear problems may not be that straight-
forward. On the other hand, formulation fay the method of weighted residuals 
is a simple and direct approach, which essentially replaces the true 
solution u of a certain equation by a finite approximation, u say, 
u u = r « ip 
K=1 ^ ^ 
where tp^, K = i, 2, . . N are the basis or interpolât ion functions that 
satisfy all boundary conditions imposed on the problefn 
and K = Î, 2, . . N are the undetermined coefficients. 
Substitution of u into the governing partial di fferential equation, 
Au - f = 0, say, results in a residual, R 
ï-e- Au - f = R. 
This residual error term (Connor and Brebbia,i976) is then orthogonalised 
with respect to a set of weighting functions tp., say, resulting in a system 
of algebraic equations which can be solved for the undetermined coefficients 
« . With Galerkin's procedure, the weighting functions are the same basis 
K 
or interpolation functions used in the approximation of u. The Galerkin 
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method has, moreover, the advantage that on self adjoint probLe/ns it wiLi 
lead to the same algebraic approx imat ion as that of a variational approach 
if the Latter formulât ion exists. Thus error estimates for the finite 
element solution may be available for the weighted residuai solution from 
the fact that the variational formulât ions often have error bound theorems 
associated with them.(Mitchell and Wait,1977) 
3.2 The Reynolds' Equation 
To develop our solution of the Reynolds equation, let R denote a closed and 
bounded lubricant region with interior R and boundary B, where as 
shown in Fig.3.1.Reynolds ' equation which governs the generation of pressure 
in lubricating films, under isothermal conditions can be 
written: 
3 â 
V.Ch p^p - 6^'Uph) = i2fj-T(ph) 
« at 
with boundary conditions p = p on C^ 
pfx, y, 0.) = PQ in R 
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R = R H- B 
B = C, + C. 
Fig. 3 .1 Boundary and i n t e r i o r of Lubricant-f i Lm 
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and n . (phU - ph^vp/6}j) = 2q on C.,̂  
where n is unit outer normal to C.-., 
the boundary B is made up of C + C.,, 
1 
q 75 the Linear mass flow across the boundary C.̂ , 
p 7s viscosity of the Lubricant, 
U is velocity vector of the moving surface, 
/ v 
h (x,y,t.) is the fiLm thickness measured normal to the moving 
surface, and 
PQ is the initial value of p. 
The transient compressible isothermaL Lubrication probLem consists of 
finding a solution for p(x,y,t> on the region R . 
The Reynolds' Equation together with the associated boundary and initial 
conditions, can be recast into a more convenient dimensionLess form by the 
foLLowing transformations. 
X = x/Bq 
Y = y/e^ 
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p = p/p 
a 
H = h/h^ 
X = ^pue^/P^hJ 
a = 
T = t 
where B^, h^ are, respectively, the bearing dimension and film thickness, 
and P is the ambient pressure. 
a 
Equation (i) becomes 1 „ 3 
- fyCPH) 
V.Chf^P H^PI VP - 6ijUPH)=B„12tJ~(PH) 
0 ~ U o I 
7.(H^P7P - XPH) = aj^(PH) 
~ 01 
jf. 
with boundary conditions: P = p /P on C. 
a i 
PCX, y, 0.) = PQ/P^ on R 
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and n . (P^h^PHU - = 2q 
a U n , a O ^ 
n . (6yB^PHU/P^hQ - PH^vP) = 2q6{jB^/P^h^ on C... 
i . e . n . (aPH ~ PH^7P.) = Q on C. 
rrf /%/ 
Where Q = ^ . 
a 0 
Thus, in dimensioniess form, the Reynoids equation is given by 
V . (H^PVP - XPH) = a-^(Ph) (3.2) 
m O I 
with boundary conditions, 
P = p*/P on C, 
a 1 
P(X, Y, 0) = p /P on R and 
u a 
n . (APH ~ PH^VP) = G? on C-. 
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Reynolds Equation in terms of the Incremental Pressure and Time 
Discretization 
To develop our numerical solution procedure, the Reynolds equation (3.2) is 
first transformed into one involving the incremental pressure APCX, Y, T) 
using P = P^ + AP where P^ is the value of the pressure at time T = T^ 
(say). The new equation in 6p wiLL yield a system of linear algebraic 
equations after Galerkin's technique has been applied to both the time and 
spatial domains and the second order terms discarded. 
The pressure P and film thickness H are both assumed to vary linearly with 
time as follows: 
" ''•l Zf H = H^ + H^ (3.3) 
with P = P^ and H = H^ at t = 0 
and P = p^ + p.̂  and H = H^ + H^ at t = AT, 
where P^, P^, H^ and H.,, are functions of the spatial variables X, V only, 
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P.̂ , the incrementai pressure, is then approximated by 
K 
(3.4) p^ = r «. 11». 2 ' 
where ip. is the set of basis functions that satisfies the spatial boundary 
conditions, and «. a set of undetermined coefficients. ' 1 
Salerkin's principle with respect to both the time and spatial domains is 
next applied to equation C3-2), Reynolds equation in dimensionLess form, 
giving j' f f ^^^ (^^p^P - XPH) - a—CRH)>i|r .dR 
Jo L Jr ~ ar 
in.CAH - H^7P.>P - Q>,^.dS ]-|dt = 0 ^ ~ ~ 1 J ÁT 
2 
where i = I, 2, . . K C3.5) 
CSegerl ind, 1976,' Gray,Finder and Cakwak,i973) 
Applying Green's First Identity the above system become 
f f f n.CH^FvF - xFH)^.dS - f CH^P7P - xFH).7i,.dR -f ar|(PH)i/» .dP + 
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•Cn.CxPH - H^FVP) - Q}>b .dS -¿dt 
r 3 .. . . . I {(H P-VP - + ai. --(•PH.)>dR + Qi.dS /--
v'gL 0 ^ 31 jAT 
1 t
' :;:dt = D 
where t = 1, 2, . . .,K. C3.6) 
To Eimpiify equation ('3.6), the discrete time approx imat i on equations 
(3.3) are used for P and H, (i.e. substituting P = P.̂  + P.̂  and 
H = H.̂  + H.̂ .) and the tij7?e integrals are anaiyt icaiiy evaluated. 
- -|HV..,.dRdt . f -I j o,, -fcp^. z h ^ H ^ -
+ ? Q4' dSdt = 0 
0 ^R 
where i = 1, 2, . . K. (3.7) 
('if z f v ' ^ ^ ^ zh'^fp-i^ .dRdt = 
iirT 
f -
+ (• ) P.-.9p..,} . . dRd t ¿1 ^ ^ J T 
ûT 
Jq AT VpL 1 1 Í 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 ¿̂ T 1 2 2 1 
'^•(H^P^VP^ -hJH^H^P^VP^ •hJH^H^P.^VP^, 
.AT 
0 ' R 
i-H'^P^VP^X-p^ 
+ H ^ P . , 7 P . , . .dRdt 




^ÌH.HJ ^P^VP^) ^ .V+.dR 
¿T 
as f ( - | ) " d t = 
¿T n+1 
3 - 1 1 
The second term becomes 
7? f •^T^P-.XI^i .dRdt ^qAT Vp i ¿̂ T 1 AT 2 
V^t i i i 2 1' 1 î T 2 2 ¿ST 
= -¿¡kTf I 4cP,H.-. +P...H,) ,dR i i i u) 1 ¿ ' 1 4 
= -^ r f f($,H, .dR ^ - L ^ i J ^ 1 3 1 4 2 
The third term becomes 
0 "'^R 
0 "" ^R 
f - i f ORP. MP, +-|H.,)dRdt 
A g D T oT 1 ¿T 2 1 ¿sr 2 
The fourth term becomes 
f f (•-|.)dSdt = ATf 
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Thus equation (3.7) eventually simpL i f ies to 
, .P^VP^, .bP^vP^ - y . ^ J 
n 
1 
+ -Q^p.dS = 0 wit^f 7 = (3.8) 
J C./ ^ 
dR 
where a = 1 H^ + h X -f 3 H + 1 H.̂  
2 4 ' ^ 5 " 
c = 1 H^ + 3 H^H.^ + 3 H H^ + 1 H^ 
3 i 4 ^ ^ 5 ^ 6 ^ 
b ^ i H^ + 3 H^H.^ + 1 H^HÌ' + 1 H? 
- 1 5 1 2 5 1 -
= a H..,.) 
AT 2 
= (1 H f- 2 H..^) 
^ ùT 2 3 " 
d, = (1 H + 1 1 -• w ~ 2 
2 3 ~ 
= H + 1 H....)A 3 ^ 
Equation (3.8) reduces to a Linear system if the term is ignored. As 
P^ is the incremental change in pressure over the time interval CO, ¿T), the 
term should be an order of magnitude smaller than the other terms in 
the expression. The dropping of sheds light on the adequacy of 
the first order time integration scheme employed earlier. For if 
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P-, ^ ¿T 3P 
3T 
then VP.^ áT StP 
^ ar 
2 
50 that P.-ŷ P.-, - Í^T) 3P 3vP showing a second order time error is 
"" "" 3T 37 
incurred if P.̂ P̂... is discarded. Therefore it is unLikeiy that a higher 
order time scheme wouLd improve the numerical results much, unLess the non-
linear term were retained. 
As a matter of fact Donea(1974) had shown that from calculations done on the 
transient heat-conduct ion equation, a first order time Galerkin scheme was 
more stable at short times than the second-order-time Crank-Nicholson 
scheme. Also Gray and Pinder(1974) had found in several numerical 
experiments on transient problems, that relative accuracy of the various 
numerical methods are usually time-step and problem dependent. They were of 
the opinion that no one scheme, be it the finite elements in time or the 
finite di fferences or the lagged finite element scheme, was able to 
consistently outperform the other. Since our aim here is partly to monitor 
the transient behaviour of the rectangular gas lubricated slider bearing 
(i.e. the short-time behav iour) and partly to integrate the time dependent 
equations to the steady state bearing characteristics, a Galerkin scheme in 
both spatial and time domains is a fairly good technique to use. This is 
verified by the relatively accurate results obtained from our various 
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calculations in the next chapter. However, if only the steady state solution 
is what we are after, then a Galerkin scheme in space and a Crank-Nicholson 
sche/ne in time domain, to take advantage of its second order time accuracy, 
should be a preferred opt ion. ('Fa irweather, •197S) When the term is 
deleted from equation C3.S), we have 
L [ - i - A H 
t i + 1 rQ̂ i? .dS = 0 
2 with i = -1,2, ,K. 
Tha t i s 
r 
p L 'i jC 7 1 ĵi ^ 7 ji ji 7 J 
with i = •1,2,....K ("3.9) 
which is our working equation. 
3.4 Finite Element Spatiai Discretization and Element Stiffness Equations 
in Matrix Form 
Let the spatial region of interest be subdivided into N finite elements of K 
nodes each, giving a total of m nodes in the whole assembly. For a typical 
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element E^, say, the incremental pressure field P^('X,Y) is assumed to be, 
as discussed before, 
P.-,('X,y) = "-r-yi-r. + . . - . V ^ K basis functions ¡p̂  
satisfy the boundary conditions and 
u). = 1 at node i, with coordinates (X .Y ) 
7 ] i 
= 0 at neighbouring nodes and 
= , ŷ..) = value of the incrementaL pressure at node i. 
In matrix form: 
P..CX,y) = = C3.-I0.) 
Now rewriting equation (3.9) as appiied to element E , we have, after 
n 
substitution of C3.10), 
C r T T T 1 
! + (c?P. + e.-.ii . IdR « i i ^ 1 -1 •] ' ] J -e 
f r la(P.7P.-d.P.) . dR-l .dS 
'J pL 1 llij yf^-i^ 1 
whe re i = 1,2, . .. K C3.11) 
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where the coefficient terms of « on the Left hand side of the above 
-e 
equation are all 1 k K row matrices, with 
cP^Vi^.Vif .=cP^ CV*^. ., T ^ > ^nd 
1 e I X X I ^ X I 
' 
T 
and = V i ' 
As i ranges over 1 to K we have a system of K equations whose Left hand 
side will form a K x K matrix A , say, which is the element stiffness matrix e 
for the element E^. A typical (i, component of A^ looks like: 
Compactly the system C3.ll) can be written as 
« = c C3.12) 
e -e -e 
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where C is a coLumn vector whose ith component is the right hand side of 
-e 
equation C3.ll)- To arrive at equation (3.i2.) we need to, however, rewrite 
all terms in equation C3.9) in their equivalent matrix form: 
vr^ J, + gy^ If 
5 » ; a r 
T ' 
fl( =: [itl 
-e a x " — 
iij 
l3V 3Y 
=e « K e-e 
where B is 2 x K matrix e 




which shows b. is the ith coLumn of B 
-7 
Thus = b. B « giving "1 e "~e 
.dR = f cP^ b^B « dR 
Next assuming 
-d - i; f + V j = 
' * * /w A n / 
-d.-, = + V.J = 
r u 1 
I V? I 
L i J 




={ ^ ^ '^vy' ' V i j - ^ l f ' : * I?' V 
Hi iij 
3X av J 
3P # b^ W -7 - where U is a 2 X i column vector 
so that the 2nd and 3rd integrals can be rewritten as 
' CCc^P. + ^.^^.yP^dR = f Cb^W + dR l ^ x . I J. 1 X. Vp ' ^ 1 V 
Now the first 2 terms on the right side can be written 
A P SP 
AP 
aP --1 + p U 
aP + P V 
= 1 where Z is a 2 X i column vector, and 
= b. Z 1 1 T - 7 -
The right hand side in matrix form is 
f 
R 
- f ^Q^.dS 
' c / ' 
tb^Z + - f lô î .dS 
R C " 
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Thus equation C3.9) becomes 
f 
R 
(by W + V 
(b^Z + - f lô ĵ .dS 
i l l . ^ T with f = 1,2, (•3.13) 
Since b^ is the ith row of B^ 
-7 e 
where B = e 
iiw it. 
• > a a 




L • • 
and tp̂  is the ith row of = 
The K equations of the system C3.13) can be written together as one 
single matrix equation: 
(bI 1 + .̂jPw ¿p.>ciR + i^ipdS = 0 R l i e ^ e 
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That is 
(cP-lB^B, ^ BI Uil + il 
=-f (B-l 1 + p P ^ )dR - f io^ dS (•3.14.) 
Jr e - 1 I -e ^ -e 
whose ith row gives equation C3.13). 
Equation (3.14) is the matrix form of the system of finite element stiffness 
equations for the eLement E under considérât ion. Equation (3.14> is the 
n 
required equation (3.12) A « = C which we have discussed earLier, This 
e e e 
process is repeated for ait the N elements of the whoLe assemblage giving N 
matrix equations of the same type as that of equation (3.14). This totality 
of N matrix equations can be further combined together to form one single 
matrix equation which w i U thus represent the whole global finite elements 
system if some of the matrices in equation (3.14) are slightly modified. 
3.5 Global system as one Single Matrix equation 
Writing equation (3.14) as 
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A « = C CJ.iS) 
e -e -e 
where A = 
e J (CP.BIB^ + bI W + p.. iI)dR is a K X K matrix l e e e - ^e ^e R 
and « IS a K X 1 column vector -e 
t T f 1 C = -) CB Z + A )dR - ^ dS is a K x 1 column vector -e ^ e - i ^e ^ 2 ^e 
We begin by enlarging to « which is m x i column vector with the full 
complement of 7 = 1 to m. Next the K x 1 column vector C^ is 
enlarged to C —e 
which is m x 1 with non-zero entries in exactly the same positions as those 
in C and zero entries everywhere else. This technique is also applied to 
—e 
to enlarge it into A^ which is an m x m matrix with non-zero entries 
exactly similar to those in A^ and zero entries everywhere else. This is 
accomplished by enlarging each of the relevant matrices and column vectors 
in A as follows:-
e 
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a K X 1 column vector, is enlarged to iĝ , a m x 1 column vector with 
non-zero entries as those in and zero entries everywhere elsej iĝ , the 
1 X k row vector, is similarly enlarged to fjĝ 'î  = juJ- B^, the 2 x k 
matrix, is enlarged to a 2 x m matrix B^ which has non-zero entries in 
columns exactly the same as those in B^ and zero entries everywhere; and 
similar enlargement for B^ which becomes B^, a m x 2 matrix. The remaining 
2 X i column vectors W and 1 can remain unchanged. Thus equation (3.15) 
becomes A « = C e - -e (3.16) 
where A = (cP B^B + B^ W + i i^)dR e ^^ e e e - ^e ^2 ^e ^e 
is a m H m matrix, with non-zero entries exactly the same as 
those in A and ¿ero entries everywhere else; 
e 
is m X 1 column vector with the -full complement of i = i to 
m inclusive; 
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C is m X 1 coLu/nn vector with non-zero entries same as those of C -e -e 
and zero entries elsewhere. 
For each of the N finite elements of the whole global system, there is a 
simitar matrix equation of the type (3.16) 
i.e. « = C^ where e = 1,2, W 
W ^ N __ 
Summing all of them ( I A )« = I C aivina 
Q - . -e ^ ^ e=l e=l 
A « = c (3.17) 
which is the single matrix equation for the whole global system of finite 
element equations. (Mart in and Carey,1973; Bathe and Wi Ison, 1976,- Strang and 
Fix,i973', Reddy,i984) 
3.6 Isoparametric Finite Clements 
Though in most of our calculations the finite elements used are 
rectangular,with the help of isoparametric elements our computer code has 
been written to cater for any non-rectangular regions.In the isoparametric 
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finite element approachi'Zienkiewicz and Farakh, •197D;Eisenberg and 
i1alvern,1973,-earsouin,1976), elements of irregular shape are transformed into 
elements of regular geometry to faciiitate the eventual numerical 
integration. The transformat ion from the global CX, Y) coordinate system to 
a local CE, n) coordinate system is achieved by using the same basis or 
interpolât fon function ip., employed previously for the approximation of P.̂ , 






V = I r.^. 
i=l ' ' 
where CX̂ . are the coordinates of node i 
For a four-point quadri LateraL, the functions tp. are given by (Reddy,i984) 
= |ci - E.)C1 - n) 
= + - n) 
= ^ci - + n) with -i < < i 
For the eight point quadri Lateral, the bi-quadrat ic basis functions tp^. are 
1 
given by: ^^ = 4 "" nX-l -E -n) 
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^ = î (.J + - r))(—1 +E -n) 
J 4 
^^ = I a + £)(•! + n.u-1 +E. +n.> 
^y = ^ (î - E.)(i + n)C-i +n) 
for the corner nodes and 
K-. = CI - E.'̂ .Xl rj) 
= (i - E. .}(•! + n> 
o jC. 
for the side nodes with E.. ~ 0 and 
1 
1 
ífí = - (1 + E.)(l - n'^) 
for the side nodes with n . = 0 
7 
(3.20) 
Fig, 3.2 illustrates the isoparametric quadrilateral elements. The program 
can thus cater for any quadri Lateral elements though with purely rectangular 
elements, the analysis could bypass the isoparametric formulation. 
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I n 
C » 1 
(-1,-1) (1,-1) 
Fig, 3.2(a) Isoparametric Linear Quadrilateral Elements 
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c - -1 
C » 1 
n 
-1,1) |(0,1) (1 






(-1,-1) (0,-1) (1,-1) 
Fig. 3,2(b) Isoparametric Quadratic QuadriLateraL Elements with curved 
s ides 
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In as much as the basis or interpolât ion functions are defined in terms of E. 
and n, a relationship between the partial derivatives in the local CE, n> 




•3X ÔY • 
3X ai 3l 
3X 3Y 
iân ân J l5Y j 
= CJJ fiii 1 3X 
iiv 
LÔY 
where, J, the Jacobian matrix can be further rewritten as 
CJJ = 
3E. âE.'̂  





X, y, • 
m m m t 
m m m m 
1. K K J 
and . and Bf. 
3X' âv' 









Since -1 < n < 1, it is convenient to perform aLL numericaL integration 
by the Gaussian quadrature in the CE., nJ coordinates. The eLementaL area is 
given simpLy by dXdY = CJJdE.dn-
global Stiffness Matrix 
The global stiffness matrix A from equation (3.17) is a sparse matrix, 
banded and non-symmetrical. However, numerical evidence strongly suggests 
that it is diagonally dominant. That, together with the aim of achieving 
computer economy in both time and storage, Leads us to using the Gaussian 
elimination method without pivoting in solving our system of equations This 
direct elimination method without pivoting is employed under the constraint 
of avoiding operation on and storing those zeroes lying outside the banded 
area.Lack of pivoting does not, however, appear to have produced any 
instability in the calculations presented in this thesis. The general 
programming procedure then converts A into a rectangular array that has 
width equal to its bandwidth and Length equal to the total number of 
equations in the system. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the advantage of such a 
scheme in storage economy. In applying the Gaussian elimination to A, one 
important considérât i on is that the sparseness of matrix A should be 
preserved as far as possible, because a simple examination of the 
elimination process shows that, for a sparse matrix, elements that start out 
as zeros can become nonzero. Such newly created elements, the so-called 
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fïLL-in-eLements or simply fiiis are undesirabLe and should be kept to a 
fflinifflum. This could be done, according to modern theory on sparse matrices 
like the Graph Theory and so on, by a re-ordering of the nodes of the 
original global finite element system.CTewarson,1973; Erisman and Reid,19Sl) 
Since an element that fills early in the elimination process has the 
potential to cause more arithmetic operations than an element that fills 
later, it is therefore not surprising to note that the orderings that 
produce minimum fill may not be the same as those producing minimum 
arithmetic operations. However, finding the optimum ordering that minimises 
fill or ari thmetic operations is an extremely time consuming exercise and is 
thus seldom done in practice. Instead ordering aLgorithm Like the small 
bandwidth aLgorithm, the minimum-degree algorithm are used for their 
practical value. It has been shown that relative performance of different 
ordering algorithms are problem-dependent, so that no one aLgorithm is 
superior to another (Ortega,1981) for all situations. 
The subject of solving sparse Linear system with direct method has been a 
very active area of research this past decade.(Read,1972; Rose and 
Whitten,1976; Sherman,1975) Several special ordering algorithms have been 
developed for the symmetric matrix namely: the profile reduction, the one-
way dissection, the nested dissection, and the refined quotient tree 
algorithm.(George and Liu,1901) For the non-symmetric system, various 
special software packages have been developed which are usually known by the 
names of their developers,for example the Narkowitz and Tinney package. For 
our case, the small bandwidth aLgorithm is chosen for its relative 
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simplicity, ease of appiication and the reasonably accurate result (to three 
decimal places accuracy) it produces. 
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Chapter 4 
The Infinitely Long Gas Slider Bearing The One-dimensionaL Case 
4.1 Numerical CaLcuLations 
In this chapter numerical results of a series of calculations on the 
infinitely long gas slider bearing are presented. These calculations 
test various aspects of the performance of the computer code.The 
numerical results are compared to some analytic solutions. 
4.2 An Infinitely Long Gas Slider Bearing 
The first numerical calculation is of a rectangular bearing which 
approximates an infinitely long gas slider bearing - the one dimensional 
case. The rectangular lubricant film was divided into 72 rectangular 
elements with a total number of iOO nodes. The numbering of the nodes 
was arranged in such a way as to ensure that the maximum di fference 
between the largest and the smallest nodal numbers in each rectangular 
element was made as small as possible so as to satisfy the minimum or 
small bandwidth requirement which helps to economise on storage and 
computation time. A drawing of the developed view of the mesh of nodes 
of the lubricant film is presented in Fig. 4.1. It is useful to try to 
assess where rapid changes of pressure are taking place in order to 
employ a finer mesh there in subsequent calculations. 
The time dependent nodal pressures computed by the program stabiLised to 
the set of values presented in Table 4.1. It was observed that pressure 
began to stabilize after the i4th time step, thus giving an approximate 
characterfstic time = 1.33 sec. (i.e. time of initial pressure 
fluctuation) for the time dependent problem. The whole calculation was 
run for 20 times-steps, each of size 0.095 sec. The bearing parameters 
were: 
Viscosity = 0.1666667 
Relative Velocity = 10 
Ambient Pressure = 1 
Film Height, parabolic incline, 
given by H = 3 ~ 4X + 
(all measurement in non-d imensi onal units) 
The pressure profile at stabilization is plotted in Fig. 4.2. The load 
capacity of the bearing was found to be 0.082008. 
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TabLe 4.1 StabiLized nodaL pressures of an infinitely Long gas 
I 
sLider bearing — mesh as shown in Fig.4.1 
1 Node Number 1 X-Coordinates 
1 ( y = 0 ) -
1 
1 Stabilised Pressures 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 i / 0.00 ! 1.000000 1 
1 5 1 0.10 1 1.053623 / 
1 9 1 0.20 1 1.115941 1 
1 13 1 0.30 1 1.1S6S45 1 
1 17 1 0.40 1 i.264679 1 
/ 21 1 0.50 1 1.344945 1 
1 25 1 0.60 1 1.418354 1 
1 29 1 0.70 1 1.468008 1 
1 33 1 0.72 1 1.472997 1 
1 37 1 0.74 / 1.475698 / 
1 41 i 0.76 1 1.475781 1 
1 45 1 0.78 1 i.472870 1 
1 49 1 0.79 1 1.470167 1 
1 53 1 0.80 1 1.466552 1 
1 57 1 O.Sl 1 1.461959 1 
1 61 ! 0.82 1 1.456318 1 
1 65 1 0.84 1 1.441554 1 
1 69 1 0.86 1 1.421561 1 
1 73 1 0.88 1 1.395453 1 
1 77 1 0.90 1 i.362088 1 
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1 S I 1 0.92 1 1.319949 1 
1 85 I 0.94 1 1.266921 1 
1 89 1 0.96 1 i.í99883 1 
1 93 1 0.98 1 1.113Ô62 1 
1 97 / 1.00 
1 
í 
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Fig. 4.1: F.E. Mesh for An Infinitely Long Gas Slider Bearing 
Design 1: 72 elenr^ents, 100 nodes. 
Fig. k.2 Pressure Profile Of An Infinitely Long Gas Slider Bearing 
Design 1 
4.3 An Infinitely Long Gas Slider Bearing - l-Jith a Refined Mesh 
With the numerical results of the first calculation we next refined the 
mesh in the region where rapid changes of pressure in the Lubricant film 
were taking place. The new mesh had a total of 93 elements and 128 
nodes. Fig. 4.3 shows the pressure distribution and Table 4.2 gives the 
set of nodal, pressures. The results of these first two calculations 
agreed to 3 decimal places with each other and they also compared 
favourably with the analytic results, (to be presented in later 
sections), thus confirming the validity of this numerical analysis. 
Fig. 4.4 is the developed view of the finite element mesh of the 
lubricant film. Approximate characteristic time = 1.33 sec. Load 
capacity = 0.082090, a difference of less than 0.17... 
Table 4.3 gives a comparison between the calculated values of the 
pressure generated at a few spatial nodal points which were common to 
the two mesh layouts. 
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Table 4.2 StabiLized nodal pressures of an infinitely long gas 
siider bearing with a refined mesh 
Node Number X-Coordinates 
( V = 0 ) 
Stabilised Pressure 
1 
1 0.00 1.000000 1 
5 0.10 •1.053618 1 
9 0.20 1.115927 1 
•13 0.30 1.186816 1 
17 0.40 1.264628 i 
21 0.50 1.344S54 1 
25 0.60 1.418192 1 
29 0.62 1.430739 1 
33 0.64 1.442208 1 
37 0.66 •1.452403 1 
41 0.68 1.461109 1 
45 0.70 1.468087 / 
49 0.71 1.470849 1 
53 0.72 1.473078 1 
57 0.73 1.474737 1 
61 0.74 •1.4757S4 1 
65 0.75 1.476178 i 
69 0.76 1.475S74 1 
73 0.77 1.474823 I 
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1 7 7 1 0.7a 1 1 . 4 7 2 9 7 4 1 
I 8 1 1 0 . 7 9 1 1 . 4 7 0 2 7 1 1 
1 35 1 0.80 1 1 . 4 6 6 6 5 5 1 
1 89 1 0.82 i í.456400 1 
1 9 3 1 0.84 1 •Í.44Í63Í 1 
í 9 7 1 0.86 1 1 . 4 2 1 6 3 4 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0.88 1 1 . 3 9 5 5 2 1 1 
í 1 0 5 ¡ 0.90 1 1 . 3 6 2 1 5 0 1 
1 1 0 9 1 0.92 1 1 . 3 2 0 0 0 3 1 
1 1 1 3 1 0.94 1 1 . 2 6 6 9 6 6 1 
1 1 1 7 1 0.9Ó 1 1 . 1 9 9 9 1 7 i 
1 1 2 1 1 0.98 í 1 . 1 1 3 Ô â 3 I 
1 1 2 5 1 1 . 0 0 
í 
1 
/ 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 
1 1 
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Fig. 4.3 Pressure Frofiie Cf An infinitely Long Gas Slider Bearing 
Design 2 
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Fig. 4.4: F.E. Mesh for An Infinitely Long Gas Slider Bearing 
— » Design 2: 93 elements, 128 nodes. 
Table 4.3 A comparison of stabilized pressures at common nodal points 
to the two /nesh layouts 
X-Coordinates Node Number: 1st Mesh 
(2nd Mesh) 
Pressure: 1st Mesh 
C2nd Mesh) 
I I 1 1 
I I 1 1 
1 0.10 5C5) 1 1.053623(1.053618) / 
1 0.30 13(13) / 1.186845(1.186816) 1 
1 0.60 25(25) 1 1.418354(1.418192) 1 
1 0.74 37(61) 1 i,475698(i.475784) 1 
i 0.76 41(69) 1 1.475781*(1.475874*) 1 
1 0.79 49(81) 1 1.470167(1.470271) 1 
1 0.82 61(89) 1 1.456318(1.456400) 1 
1 0.90 77(105) 1 1.362088(1.362150) 1 




( Note: Pressure with * indicates maximum pressure ) 
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4.4 Calculation 3 - To Find the "Characterist i c Time" of an Inf initeiy 
Long Gas Slider Bearing 
This calculation endeavours to find the "characteristic time", (i.e. the 
time taken for pressure to stabilize), for the time dependent probiem of 
an infinitely Long gas slider bearing. The finite element mesh used is 
that of the previous calculation in section 4.2, with all bearing 
parameters as before. The calculation was repeated with a range of time 
steps. Using small time steps the physicaL system was being modelled 
reasonably well, and the time taken for pressure to stabilize was noted, 
i.e. T = N.6T. The result is presented in Table 4.4 which shows that 
for this particular infinitely long gas slider bearing, the 
characterist ic time is approx imately 1.35 sec. 
Table 4.4 Nodal pressures and characterist i c time at various time 
-step sizes 
1 Time Step Size / 
/ ^T 1 
1 1 
Convergence Begins 
at Nth Step 
Characterist i c Time 1 
T = W.^T / 
1 
1 0.080 1 17 •1.36 1 
1 0.090 / •15 1.35 1 
1 0.095 1 14 1.33 1 
1 O.-lOO 1 14 1.40 1 
1 0.105 I 13 1.365 1 
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1 O.iiO 1 •12 1 1.32 1 
1 0.115 1 12 1 1.38 1 
1 0.120 1 11 1 1.32 1 
1 0.125 1 11 1 1.375 1 
1 0.130 1 12 1 1.56 1 
I 0.150 { 13 1 1.95 1 
1 0.350 1 14 1 4.90 1 
I 1.000 1 17 1 17.00 / 
1 2,000 1 19 1 38.00 I 
1 1 
The table also shows the optimum time-step size to predict the final 
steady state solution is in the range 0.-M5 to 0.i25. Time steps larger 
than 0.130 no longer predict the characterist ic time of the transient 
system, due to the omission of the non-Linear term and the use of a 
first order time integration scheme. 
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4.5 Effect of Changes in Bearing Number on Bearing Load - the l-D Case 
This calculation invest igates the effect of bearing number A = ApU/h'"p_ 
*** cf 
on be-aring load. (Gross, 1962) The calculation employed 93 finite elements 
and 128 nodes. For different values of A, a series of the resultant 
loads attained by the bearing was calculated. The result is shown in 
Table 4 . 5 . O t h e r bearing statistics were:-
V'iscosity = 0.1666667 
Ambient Pressure = 1 
Film Height (parabolic incline)^ 
given by H = 3 - 4X + 2X" 
For each value of A, a time step ¿sT = 0.105 was used, and the 
calculation run until the pressure stabilized. 
Fig. 4.5 is the graph of the calculated load W plotted against the 
bearing number, A, showing asymptotic behaviour of W as A increases. 
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Table 4.5 Calculated loads at different bearing numbers 
Bearing Numbers A Load; W 
5 1 0.043602 
•10 1 0.082090 
50 1 0.216110 
75 1 0.242740 
100 1 0.257710 
150 1 0.273800 
200 i 0.282250 
250 1 0.2S7450 
300 1 0.290960 
400 1 0.295400 
Another interesting aspect of the infinitely long gas slider bearing was 
obtained by plotting the stabilized pleasure profiles at various bearinq 
numbers, A , in the same d iagrams. Fig 4.6(a) and Fig 4.6(b)n These 
results are all support i ve of those obtained by Gross(1962) and others 
(Michael J1959^Tang,1971) by finite difference method. Tables 4„6(a) and 
4.6(b) supply the sets of pressures at selective r^rpresentat i ve nodal 
points for the various bearing numbers. 
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Fig. 4.6i,a) Pressure pro f i l es at bearing numbers less than or 



















Fig. Pressure p ro f i l e at bearing numbers greater than or 
equal to 10 
T a b l e 4 . 6 ( a ) P r e s s u r e s at selective nodes for different bearing 
numbers: A < 5 






i 0 . 7 6 
/ 0.80 
I 0 . 9 0 
I 
i.002432 
1 . 0 0 4 8 5 6 
1 . 0 0 4 9 5 1 * 
1 . 0 0 4 8 7 0 





1 . 0 4 8 5 9 9 
i.050057* 
1 . 0 4 9 6 5 2 
1 .049351 
1 .046511 
1 . 0 4 2 5 1 7 
1 . 0 2 5 5 1 3 
•1.068113 I 
1 .143584 I 
1 . 1 5 0 5 0 7 I 
1 .151528# / 
1 . 1 5 1 2 4 0 I 
1 .146011 I 
i.136648 I 
1 .088776 J 
1 . 1 0 7 5 2 2 I 
1 .232115 I 
•1.246358 I 
i.250705 I 
1 . 2 5 0 9 9 1 * I 
1 .246661 I 
•1.235011 I 
1 . 1 6 2 9 4 0 I 
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TabLe 4,6(b) P r e s s u r e s st seLective nodes f o r differeiit bearing 
numbers: 10 < A < 350 
I A = -10 I A = 50 I A = 100 A = 350 I 
I 0 . 6 0 I 
I 0 . 7 0 I 
I 0.75 I 
I 0.86 I 
I 0.88 / 
I 0.90 I 
/ 0 . 9 4 / 
I I 
1 .418192 i 
•1.468087 I 
1 . 476178 * I 
1.42-1634 I 
1 .395521 I 
•1.362-150 I 
1.266966 I 








2 .114570 I 
2.338683 I 
2 .439307 I 
2.605735 I 
2 .622585 I 
2.631347* I 
2 .595737 I 
I 
2.i74488 I 
2 .420479 1 
2 . 540372 I 
2.856955 I 
2 . 943561 i 
3.022587 I 
3 .325694 I 
( Note: v a l u e s w i t h * a re maximum va l ue s ) 
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4.6 To Examine the Effects of Film Thickness Ratio on Pressure and Load 
Capacity 
The object of this calculation was to examine the effects of film 
thickness ratio, h^/h^, on pressures and Load capacity for an infinitely 
long gas slider bearing. The mesh used was again that of 93 elements 
with 128 nodal points. The bearing characterist ics were A = 10, 
viscosity = 0.1666667 and ambient pressure = 1. Different inclined 
planes were used for this calculation. Table 4.7 gives the results. 
Table 4.7 Pressure and load capacity at different film thickness ratios 
Inclined plane 
used 
Ratio _0 Maximum Pressure Load 
1 1 ! I l l 
1 H = 2 - X I k' 1 i.361578 1 0.79 1 0.063006 1 
1 H = 3 - 2X 1 3 1 •1.402993 / 0.S2 1 0.066793 ; 
1 H = 4 - 3X 1 4 1 1.374633 1 0.84 1 0.058646 / 
1 H = 5 - 4X 1 5 1 •1.336913 1 0.86 1 0.049854 1 




1.302274 1 0.83 
1 
1 0.042376 1 
1 1 
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Table 4.7 clearly shows that both maximum pressure and Load capacity are 
obtained when film ratio is around 3. The theoretical expectation 
is {or the optimum Load capacity to occur when 2 < ^ < 3. (Gross,-1962) 
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4 . 7 An Anaiytic S Q l u t f o n f o r a Part icuLar Time-Dependent Reyno l d s " 
Equation the l-P Case 
I n d i mens ion Less form Reynolds'' equation can be w r i t t e n as 
-7 . (H^P VP - APH) = a-~(PH) 
o I 
In one dimension, for the case o f an infinitely long 
gas slider bearing, i.e. with H = H(X,T> and P = P(X,T), 
Reynolds" equation becomes 
If' - = "af̂ ™' 
I f , however , a special s e t o f initial conditions is specified, n ame ly : 
PCXjO) - + A.ie"^'^ 
•1 2T 
P(0,T) = - ( 0 + A)e 
PC I , T) = C<7 + A ) e " " ̂  ^ and with 
H - e-" ^ 
an analytic s o l u t i o n o f equation ( 4 . 1 ) e x i s t s . The s e t o f initial 
c o n d i t i o n s are art i f i dally chosen to permit a c losed form s o l u t i o n 
though it does not correspond to an actual physical p r ob l em . 
Using the idea of variables separab le techn ique 
l e t P = QR where Q = Q(X) and R = RCT.) 
equat ion (4 .1) can be s i m p l i f i e d to,- tak ing one term a t a time 
a T AP -3T 2 ^ -3X- dQ ^ -JX..dQ,2 ^ .-3X.., d 
-|(H^P I I ) = e ^ V c - 3 e U + ^ '•̂ x-' ^ ^ dX" ^ 
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A rr;f.PH) = A e RC-e y + e ~~ 3 
d X O A 
o 7 Of 
~('X + T) 
w h i c h f u r t h e r r e d u c e s t o , if t h e t e r m e is c a n c e l l e d 
t h r o u g h o u t , 
e R L~3e y -¡z + e (.-¡-J + e y r̂tx:' J - XRC-U + 3v ^ 
d X d X d X d X 
dR 
= o Q C - R + -iz: J (4.2'.) 
d T 
E q u a t i o n ( 4 , 2 ) c o u l d b e r e d u c e d t o o n e i n v o l v i ' n g o n l y t h e X variabLe 
and f u n c t i o n s t h a t a r e s o l e l y dependent on X a l o n e if and o n l y if 
e " ^ R " = R = C - R + J ( S I ) 
d / 
S o l v i n g firstly: 
e '^^R'^ = R giving 
R = 0 or R ••= e^^ 
S e c o n d l y 2 
dR 
R = - R ^ 
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2T R = Ae f o r an arbitrary cons tan t A 
ThirdLy: 
•1. dR i -2T , . ^ , , . . ^ . , . 1 -k' - - - - = e which becomes L inea r i n b i f b = -
H d I H H 
4. • dS 1.. dR . . 
that IB = 
dS ^ ~2T 
d._ T. -T or - - ( b e ) - - s 
dJ 
Se^ = e ^ + C 
T -T 
i.e. R = e / ( e + C) f o r an arbi trary C 
As sugges ted in the s o l u t i o n o f the f i r s t e q u a l i t y o f CSl) 
R 50 when 1 = 0 , R = 1 
w i t h these as i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n s , the c o n s t a n t s o f i n t e g r a t i o n i n 
cases 2 & 3 work out t o be A = 1 and C = 0 r e s p e c t i v e l y , so t h a t 
= satisfies the f u l l statement (Si). 
Thus, w i t h R = equation (4.2) s i m p l i f i e s to 
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From simple observation it is easily seen that if Q = e"̂ '̂  all terms 
involved in the above equation, namely: 
dQ -2X,dQ,2 -2X-, d^ft ^ du 
will be reduced to an expression involving e multiplied by a 
constant. Therefore, to solve equation (4.3) try Q = Ke"̂ ' (where K 
is an arbitrary constant to be determined.) as a solution. 
Thus equation (4.3) becomes 
-3e + e + e ^^K 
vV 
-AC-Ke^ - + = aKe"' 
which simplies to 
X' 
e'" (2K" - AK - oK) = 0 
i.e. KC2K - (A + 0)3 = 0 giving 
i 
K = -.(A + 0) as K = 0 is trivial 
There fore 
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Q = |(A + 
A particular solution is thus foundi 
P = QR 
That is 
P = l a . ^ " (4.4) 
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4,8 Tests of Accuracy of the Finite ELement Technique 
In the theoret i caL study of the gas Lubricated bearings, and the 
infinitely Long gas sLider bearings in particular, there are two 
instances ( one for the time-independent and the other for the transient 
case ) where analytic solutions exist. These can be used to check the 
accuracy of our numericaL calculations as follows. For the time-
independent case, we first compared our solutions to those obtained 
analytically using Harrison's method (1913) as described by Gross (1962) 
The stabilised pressures at each nodal point were found to agree to the 
third decimal place. For the transient case, though the analytic 
solution is for an artificial situation of the 1-D Reynolds" equation 
and has no practical signi ficance, the results obtained can be used to 
check our computer code. The fact that our program is able to reproduce 
the analytic behaviour is further evidence that the computations are 
sound, even though the time integration is only first order accurate 
with the number of time steps being kept relatively small. 
Case 1." A comparison of the numerical results and that of the analytic 
solutions of an infinitely long gas slider bearing with a plane wedge 
film ( Harrison's method ) 
The analytic solution of the one dimension Reynolds" equation is well 
known. By suitable trans formationCGross,1962), the equation was 
simpli f ied to 
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-H^P = PH ~ K )/( H^ - 1 ) where A,K,H are typical constants 
c o n n e c t e d to the physicai conf iguration of the bearing. This equation 
was then solved by letting = PH as the new dependent variable.In this 
calculation the continuous inclined is taken to be H = 3 - 2X; other 
bearing parameters are exactly the same as those employed in section 4.3 
excepting that the Time-step size = 0 . 1 0 5 . 
Table 4.S gives the numericai values and the exact solutions of the 
pressures generated at the same nodal points. These results agree to the 
third decimal place in every c a s e . 
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TabLe 4.S Comparison between exact and calculated pressures of an 
infinitely long gas slider bearing — the time independent 
case 
Pressure At X Calculated Values ' Exact Values Errors 
1 / 
/ 0.00 1.000000 1.0000000 I 0.0000000 1 
1 0.10 1.042240 1.0422578 1 -0.0000178 1 
1 0.20 1.088353 1.0883908 { -0.0000378 1 
1 0.30 1.138598 1.1386581 I -0.0000601 1 
1 0.40 1.193001 1.1930833 i -0.0000822 1 
1 0.50 •1.251003 1.2510980 1 -0.0000950 1 
1 0.60 1.310609 1.3106855 i -0.0000765 1 
1 0.62 1.322332 1.3224028 1 -0.0000708 1 
{ 0.64 1.333844 1.3339095 1 -0.0000655 1 
/ 0.66 1.345056 1.3451151 1 -0.0000591 1 
1 0.6S 1.355857 1.3559080 1 -0.0000510 1 
1 0.70 1.366110 1.3661540 1 -0.0000440 1 
1 0.72 1.375646 1.3756816 1 -0.0000356 1 
1 0.74 1.384256 1.3842814 1 -0.0000254 1 
1 0.76 1.391675 1.3916900 1 -0.0000150 i 
1 0.7S 1.397573 1.3975752 1 -0.0000022 1 
1 0.80 1.401527 1.4015138 I 0.0000132 1 
; 0.S2 1.402993 1.4029609 1 0.0000321 1 
j 0.84 1.401261 1.4012056 1 0.0000554 1 
/ 0.S6 1.395388 1.3953051 1 0.0000829 1 
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1 0.88 1 1.334098 1 -1.3339839 1 0.0001141 } 
1 0.90 1 1.365624 1 1.3654726 1 0.0001314 { 
1 0.92 1 1.337430 1 1.3372356 1 0.0001944 1 
1 0 .94 1 1.29571S { 1.29547S2 1 0.0002398 l 
1 0.96 1 1.234442 / 1.2341649 1 0.0002771 1 
f 0.98 I i.í43044 1 1.1427812 / 0.0002628 l 




1 0.0000000 1 
1 1 
4-25 
Case 2: The transient case 
The anaLytic soLution, as presented I'n Section 4.7, gives the exact 
value of the pressure at each nodal point. These and the numerical 
values fro/T) our Finite Element code are both presented in Table 4.9 with 
a sketch of both in Fig. 4.7. The percentage errors are found to lie 
between 2.2,1% to 3.09% at T = 0.042. This close agreement between the 
numerical and the exact results further vindicates the Iinearisation 
technique and the first order time integration scheme used in our Finite 
Element Method. 
Table 4.9 Comparison between exact and calculated pressure of an 
infintely long gas slider bearing — the time dependent 
case 
/ Pressure 
1 at X 
Numerical 
Values 
1 Exact Values At 
1 T = 0.042 
1 
1 % Error 1 
! 1 
1 1 
1 0,00 6.5257733 1 6.525773 1 1 
1 0.10 7.9705976 1 7.773513 1 2.53 1 
I 0.20 9.7353099 1 9.481829 1 2.67 I 
1 0.30 •M. 590734 1 i-1.58052 1 2.63 1 
1 0.40 •14.523376 1 14.13887 1 2.72 1 
1 0.50 •17.73SS9-1 1 -17.25-133 1 2.82 1 
1 0.60 21.666331 1 21.04104 1 2.97 1 
1 0.62 22.550550 1 2-1.89475 1 2.99 i 
4-26 
1 0,64 1 2 3 . 4 7 0 S 5 6 22.78331 1 3 . 0 1 1 
1 Onòó 1 2 4 . 4 2 8 7 1 9 2 3 . 7 0 8 2 9 / 3 . 0 3 í 
1 0.68 1 2 5 . 4 2 5 Ó 7 4 2 4 . 6 7 1 3 7 / 3 . 0 5 1 
1 0 . 7 0 1 2Ó.4Ó331Ó 2 5 . 6 7 4 3 5 í 3 . 0 7 1 
1 0 . 7 1 / 2 6 . 9 9 7 9 1 2 6 . 1 9 1 4 1 1 3.08 / 
í 0 , 7 2 í 2 7 . 5 4 3 3 0 4 26.71918 1 3 . 0 8 ¡ 
1 0 . 7 3 / 2 8 . 0 9 9 7 1 6 2 7 . 2 5 7 9 2 1 3.09 l 
I 0 . 7 4 1 28.667368 2 7 . 8 0 7 8 9 1 3.09 1 
í 0 . 7 5 1 2 9 . 2 4 6 4 S 7 2 8 . 3 6 9 3 8 1 3.09 1 
/ 0 . 7 6 1 2 9 . 8 3 7 3 0 5 2 8 . 9 4 2 6 7 í 3 . 0 9 I 
1 0 . 7 7 1 3 0 . 4 4 0 0 5 9 2 9 . 5 2 8 0 7 1 3.08 1 
1 0 . 7 3 1 Jl.054989 3 0 . 1 2 5 9 0 ( 3.08 1 
1 0 . 7 9 1 3 1 . 6 8 2 3 4 1 3 0 . 7 3 6 4 8 1 3.07 1 
1 0.80 1 3 2 . 3 2 2 3 6 7 3 1 . 3 6 0 1 5 1 3.06 1 
1 0.82 / 3 3 . 6 4 1 4 6 8 3 2 . 6 4 8 1 4 1 3.04 1 
1 0.84 / 35.014402 3 3 . 9 9 2 9 7 1 3.01 1 
1 0.86 1 3 6 . 4 4 3 3 6 7 3 5 . 3 9 7 9 4 1 2 . 9 5 1 
1 0.88 / 3 7 . 9 3 0 6 4 9 3 6 . 8 6 6 6 4 I 2 . 8 8 1 
1 0 . 9 0 1 39.478628 3 8 . 4 0 3 0 5 1 2.80 1 
/ 0 . 9 2 1 4 1 . 0 8 9 7 8 2 4 0 „ o l l 5 2 1 2 . 6 9 1 
/ 0 . 9 4 í 4 2 . 7 6 6 6 8 7 4 1 . 6 9 6 8 7 1 2 . 5 7 í 
1 0.96 / 4 4 . 5 1 2 0 2 9 4 3 . 4 6 4 4 3 í 2 . 4 1 1 
1 0.98 í 4 6 . 3 2 8 5 9 9 4 5 . 3 2 0 1 5 1 2.23 1 
1 1.00 í 4 8 . 2 1 9 3 0 5 
1 
4 8 . 2 1 9 3 1 
1 1 
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DISPLRCEMENT X 
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F ig . 4.7 Comparative study of the exact and the f i n i t e element 
solutions of an i n f i n i t e l y long gas s l ider bearing 
Chapter 5 
The Rectangular Gas SLider Bearing - The J-DimensionaL Case 
5.1 Typi'caL Rectangular Gas Slider Bearing 
Our first calculation involved a typical rectangular gas slider bearing 
with length = 0.6 and breadth = 1.0. The initial mesh layout for this 
bearing used 144 elements with 175 nodal points. The inclined surface 
was parabolic, given by H = 3 - 4X + 2X", while other bearing parameters 
remained as before, i.e. 
Viscosity = 0.Í6ÓÓ667 
Relative Velocity - = 10 
Ambient Pressure = 1 
Fig 5.1 shows the finite element mesh of the rectangular bearing. The 
maximum pressures were found along nodes 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69 and 70 
and lengthwise along the mid-plane nodes: 4, 11, IS, . . 172, as 
expected, A three dimensional sketch of the pressure profile is 
presented in Fig 5.2. Table 5.1 presents the set of stabilized nodal 
pressures. Load capacity for this bearing was found to be 0.051374. 
These results agreed with those of a similar rectangular gas slider 
bearing obtained by GrossC1962) and others (Michael, 1959,-Tanu. 1971) 
using the method of finite d i fferences. 
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Fig. 5.1: F.E. Mesh for the Rectangular Gas Slider Bearing 
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Fig. 5.2 : 3-D Pressure Profile Of Rectangular Gas Slider Bearing 
Mesh as in Fig. 5.1 
T a b l e 5 . 1 P r e s s u r e d i s t r i b u t i o n o f a r e c t a n g u l a r g a s s l i d e r 
b e a r i n g : m e s h a s s h o w n i n F i g . 5 . I 
N o d e P r e s s u r e N o d e P r e s s u r e 
r . 
1 0 . 1 0 C 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 4 6 0 . 1 1 9 5 6 2 4 E 0 1 / 
z U . 1 Ü C D 0 0 Ü E 01 ^ 4 7 Ü . 1 1 7 7 Í 1 1 É Ö1 ^ 
3 0 . 1 0 C 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 4 8 0 . 1 1 1 7 2 7 5 E 0 1 ^ 
4 U . 1 U C D 0 0 0 E U1 ^ 4 9 Ö . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
5 0 . 1 0 C 0 0 0 0 E 01 # 5 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
6 • . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 51 0 . 1 1 2 9 1 3 9 E 0 1 ^ 
7 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 C O E 01 ^ 52 0 . 1 1 9 5 2 8 1 E 0 1 ^ 
8 0 . 1 0 C 0 0 0 0 E 01 # 53 0 . 1 2 1 5 7 7 7 E 0 1 ^ 
9 0 . 1 0 1 9 3 8 9 E 01 ^ 54 0 . 1 1 9 5 2 8 1 E 0 1 / 
1 0 0 . 1 0 2 7 7 8 7 E C I ^ 55 0 . 1 1 2 9 1 3 9 E 0 1 ^ 
1 1 0 . 1 0 3 0 2 5 8 E 01 ^ 56 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
1 2 0 . 1 0 2 7 7 8 7 E C I ^ 57 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 / 
1 3 0 . 1 0 1 9 3 8 9 E 01 ^ 58 0 . 1 1 2 9 9 9 6 E 0 1 ^ 
1 4 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 59 0 . 1 1 9 6 7 5 1 E 0 1 ^ 
15 0 . 10COOOOE C I ^ 60 0 . 1 2 1 7 4 4 9 E 0 1 ^ 
1 6 0 . 1 0 3 7 2 4 7 E C I ^ 61 0 . 1 1 9 6 7 5 1 E 0 1 / 
17 0 . 1 0 5 5 6 8 9 E 01 # 62 0 . 1 1 2 9 9 9 6 E 0 1 ^ 
1 8 Ü . 1 Ü ¿ 1 2 2 2 É C I ^ 63 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
1 9 0 . 1 0 5 5 6 8 9 E 01 ^ 64 0 . 1 0 Q 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
¿ 0 U . 1 0 3 7 2 4 7 E U1 / 65 Ü . 1 1 3 Ö 1 7 4 E 0 1 ^ 
2 1 0 . 1 0 G 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 6 6 0 . 1 1 9 7 2 3 5 E 0 1 ^ 
2 2 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 # 67 0 . 1 2 1 8 0 4 4 E 0 1 ^ 
2 3 0 . 1 0 5 6 1 8 8 E 01 ^ 6 8 0 . 1 1 9 7 2 3 5 E 0 1 ^ 
24 Ü . 1 0 g 5 0 0 8 E 01 ^ 6 9 0 . 1 1 : ! ) 0 1 7 4 É 0 1 ^ 
2 5 0 . 1 0 9 3 8 6 7 E 0 1 ^ 70 0 . 1 0 0 Ö O O O E 0 1 ^ 
2 6 Ü . i a e 5 0 0 8 E Ü1 ^ 71 Ü . 1 Ü U 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
2 7 0 . 1 0 5 6 1 8 8 E 01 ^ 72 0 . 1 1 2 9 5 8 4 E 0 1 ^ 
2 8 0 . l O a O O Q O E 01 ^ 73 0 . 1 1 9 6 6 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
2 9 . 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 74 0 . 1 2 1 7 4 1 6 E 0 1 ^ 
3 0 0 . 1 C 7 6 7 1 1 E 01 ^ 75 0 . 1 1 9 6 6 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
31 0 . 1 1 1 6 2 7 1 E 01 ^ 76 0 . 1 1 2 9 5 8 4 E 0 1 # 
3 2 D . T T 2 8 5 1 2 É 01 ^ ^ ' 7r 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 O T E 0 1 / 
3 3 0 . 11 1 6 2 7 1 E Gl / 78 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 / 
34 0 . 1 0 7 6 7 1 1 E 01 ^ " ' 79 Ö . 1 1 2 8 1 2 7 E 01 ^ 
35 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 # 80 0 . 1 1 9 4 6 9 6 E 01 / 
3 6 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 81 0 . 1 2 1 5 3 9 7 E 01 / 
3 7 0 . 1 0 9 7 9 7 9 E 01 ^ 82 0 . 1 1 9 4 Ó 9 6 E 0 1 / 
3 ^ 0 . 11 4 8 2 4 8 ^ err # 83 " Ü . 1 1 2 8 1 2 7 E Ü1 / 
3 9 0 . 11 6 3 8 1 0 E 01 / 84 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 
4T) " ^ Ü". T1 48 2 4 8 E " ' CT "^ ' ~ ~ 8 5 ^ IT. r ü a w o ö " E T m ^ -
4 1 0 . 1 0 9 7 9 7 9 E 01 ^ 86 0 . 1 1 2 7 0 A 4 E 0 1 ^ 
4 2 0 . lOQDOOOE Gl # 87 0 . 1 1 9 3 2 2 1 E 0 1 ^ 
4 3 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 88 0 . 1 2 1 3 8 1 4 E 01 ^ 
4 4 0 . 1 1 1 7 2 7 5 E C I ^ 8 9 0 . 1 1 9 3 2 2 1 E 0 1 ^ 






























T a b l e 5.1 t c o n t d . ) 
Pressttre . N o d e P r e s s u r e 
> 
• 91 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 / 
1 
136 0 . 1 1 4 4 7 4 6 E Ol # 
• ../, : : ; . 
V2 
9 3 
" 0 . 1 0 0 D Ô D 0 È Ö1 ^ 
Û . 1 1 2 5 7 0 2 E 01 / 
137 
138 
0 . 1 1 6 0 7 7 7 E Ol # 
0 . 1 1 4 4 7 4 7 E 01 ^ 
94 
95 
0 . 1 1 9 1 3 6 4 E 01 / 
0 . 1 2 1 1 8 1 1 E 01 / 
139 
140 
0 . 1 0 9 3 7 2 1 E 01 ^ 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 
9 6 
97 
0 , 1 1 9 1 3 6 4 E 01 # 
0 . 1 1 2 5 7 0 2 E 01 ^ 
141 
142 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 # 
0 . 1 0 8 1 7 9 5 E 01 r 
9 8 
9 9 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 / 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 
143 
144 
0 . 1 1 2 6 8 6 Ö E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 4 1 0 6 2 E 01 # 
100 
101 
0 . 1 1 2 4 0 8 7 E 01 / 
0 . 1 1 8 9 1 0 1 E 01 / 
145 
146 
0 . 1 1 2 6 8 6 8 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 0 S 1 7 9 5 E 01 # 
102 
133 
0 . 1 2 0 9 3 6 0 E 01 / 
0 . 1 1 3 9 1 0 1 E 01 
147 
148 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 # 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 # 
1DA 
105 
0 . 1 1 2 4 0 8 7 E 01 / 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 # 
149 
150 
0 . 1 0 6 7 1 9 2 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 0 4 7 3 8 E 01 ^ 
106 
107 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 2 2 1 8 2 E 01 # 
151 
152 
0 . 1 1 1 6 5 9 5 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 0 4 7 3 8 E 01 ^ 
IOS 
109 
0 . 1 1 8 6 4 0 4 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 2 0 6 4 5 2 E 01 / 
153 
1 54 
0 . 1 0 6 7 1 9 2 E 01 # 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
n o 
111 
0 . 1 1 Ö 6 4 Q 4 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 2 2 1 8 2 E 01 ^ 
155 
156 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 0 4 9 3 0 3 E 01 / 
11 2 
113 
0 . 1 0 0 0 C 0 C E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 
157 
158 
0 . 1 0 7 7 3 1 7 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 0 8 6 1 9 4 E 01 ^ 
1 U 
11 5 
0 . 1 1 1 7 4 1 1 E Gl ^ 
0 . 1 1 79571 E 01 Nf 
1$9 
160 
Ô . 1 Û ? r 5 l ? E Û1 ^ 
0 . 1 0 4 9 5 0 3 E 01 
116 
117 
0 . 1 1 9 8 9 8 7 E .01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 7 9 5 7 1 E 01 ^ 
l6l 
162 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 # 
Í18 
119 
0 . 1 1 1 7A 11 E 01 ^ 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
163 
1 64 
0 . 1 0 2 7 2 9 6 E 01 # 
0 . 1 0 4 3 1 3 0 E 01 ^ 
120 
121 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 C E 01 # 
0 . 1 1 1 1 2 2 7 E 01 ^ 
165 
166 
0 . 1 0 4 8 1 6 9 E 01 # 
0 . 1 0 4 3 1 3 0 E 01 # 
122 
123 
Ö . 1 1 7 Ü 5 9 5 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 8 9 1 7 2 E 01 ^ 
167 
168 
0 . 1 0 2 7 2 9 6 E 01 ^ 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 # 
124 
12 5 
0 . 1 1 7 0 5 9 5 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 1 1 2 2 7 E 01 / 
169 
170 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 # 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
126 
127 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
1 71 
172 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 # 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
128 
129 
0 . 1 1 0 3 4 1 b E Ü1 ^ 
0 . 1 1 591 33E 01 
TT S 
174 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 ^ 
130 
131 
0 . 1 1 7 6 6 0 0 E 01 ^ 
0 . 1 1 S 9 1 3 3 E 01 / 
175 O . I O O O O O O E Öl # 
132 
13 3 
O . I I O 3 4 I 0 E Gl # 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 / 
134 
135 
O . I O O O O O O E 01 / 





















































5.2 Rectangular Gas Slider Bearing with an Improved Finite Element Mesh 
This is an improved mesh calculation of the previous rectangular gas 
slider bearing, with more nodes created around the region of maximum 
pressure: a total of ISO elements with 217 nodes as presented in Fig, 
5.3. The inclined surface is again H = 3 - 4X + Fig. 5.4 presents 
a 3-D pressure profile after stabilization while Table 5.2 provides the 
set of calculated nodal pressures. These results were again found to be 
comparable to established values obtained by Gross(•1962) and others 
(Michael,1959;Tang,1971) The 3-D pressure profile so obtained agrees 
with expectations based on simpler theoretical arguments. Load capacity-




















































Fig. 5.3: F.E. Mesh for the Rectangular Gas Slider Bearing 












Fig. 5.4 : 3-D Pressure Profile Of Rectangular Gas Slider Bearing 
Mesh as in Fig- 5.3 
T a b l e 5 . 2 P r e s s u r e d i s t r i b u t i o n o f a r e c t a n g u l a r gas s l i d e r 
b e a r i n g w i t h a r e f i n e d mesh 
Node P r e s s u r e Node P r e s s u r e 
1 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 # 46 0 - 1 1 9 5 5 4 4 E 01 
2 G.IÓO'bOOÓE 0 1 " / - . 4 7~ ' 11 76844 E 
KJ 1 
" 0 1 
-
3 O ÎOOOOOOE 01 , 48 0 .1117C64E 01 A 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 / 49 . O.IOddOOOE 01 
5 0 . 1 0 G 0 0 0 0 E 01 # 50 0.1OOOOOOE 01 
6 Ó.IOOdOOOE 01 ^ 51 Ó . T120 2 37E "ó'í 
. . . , 
7 0 . 1 Ü 0 0 0 0 0 E CI ^ 52 0 . 1 1 8 1 6 3 3 E 01 
8 o.iooooddE 01 # 53 0 . 1 2 0 0 6 3 4 E 01 
9 C.1C19388E 01 54 0 . 1 1 8 1 6 3 3 E 01 
10 O . Í d 2 7 7 8 5 É 01 ^ 55 0 . 1 1 202-37E 01 
11 0 . 1 0 3 0 2 5 6 E 01 ^ 56 0 .1000C00E 01 
1 2 d . T d 2 7 7 8 5 É 01 ^ 57 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E d 1 " 
13 0 . 1 0 1 9 3 8 8 E 01 ^ 58 0 . 1 1 2 3 0 7 8 E 01 
1 4 o.ioodoodE 01 ^ 59 " 0 . 1 1 8 5 9 4 3 E 01 
1 5 0 . 1 Ü 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 60 0 . 1 2 0 5 4 0 2 E 01 
16 0 . 1 C 3 7 2 4 3 E 01 / - d . 1 1 8 5 9 4 3 E 0T~ 
1 7 0 . 1 0 5 5 6 8 3 E 01 / 62 0 . 1 1 2 3 0 7 8 E 01 
18 n D . T 0 6 l T l " 5 T (JT , ' ' '^o.idddWdE 'di " 
1 9 G.1055683E 01 ^ 64 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 
2 0 ' • 07Í"D372 45E "OT ' 65"" 0 . 1 1 2 5 529E 01 
21 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 66 0 . 1 1 8 9 6 9 1 E 01 
22 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E ' 6 7 0 . 1 2 0 9 5 5 6 E 01 
23 0 . 1 0 5 6 1 7 9 E 01 ^ 68 0 . 1 1 3 9 6 9 1 E 01 
24 0 . 1 0 8 4 9 9 2 E 01 ^ 69 0 . 1 1 2 5 5 2 9 E "01" 
25 0 . 1 0 9 3 8 4 9 E 01 ^ 70 O.IOOOOOOE 01 
26 0 . 1 0 8 4 9 9 2 E " o r ^ " ' 71 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ' 
27 0 . 1 0 5 6 1 7 9 E 01 # 72 0 . 1 1 2 7 5 2 4 E 01 
' 2 8 O.lddOddOE 01 ^ 73 01 " 
29 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 74 0 . 1 2 1 2 9 9 7 E 01 
30 " 0 . 1 T 7 66 88E ' 01 # 75 0 . 1 1 9 2 7 8 3 E Ü1 
31 0 . 1 1 1 6 2 3 1 E 01 / 76 0 . 1 1 2 7 5 2 4 E 01 
3 2" ' ' d ; T l 2 84 67E 01 ^ 77 O.IOOOOOOE 01 
33 0 . 1 1 1 6 2 3 1 E 01 ^ 78 O.IOOOOOOE 01 
0 . 1 0 7 6 6 88E" "O'l 79 0 . 1 1 2 8 9 9 4 E 01 
35 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 # 80 0 . 1 1 9 5 1 2 1 E 01 
0';i'0'0dDdüE" 8'1" d . 1 2 1 5 6 1 4 E 01'"" 
37 0 . 1 0 9 7 9 1 6 E 01 # 82 0 . 1 1 9 5 1 2 1 E 01 
38 " 0 V Í T 4 8 Í 4 6 E " "oT"; 83 d . 1 1 2 8 9 9 4 E 01 
39 0 . 1 1 6 3 6 9 7 E 01 # 84 O.IOOOOOOE 01 
40 0 . 1 1 4 8 1 4 6 E 01 / " -85 - O.IOOOOOOE 01 
41 0 . 1 Ü 9 7 9 1 6 E 01 ^ 86 0 . 1 1 2 9 5 1 0 E 01 
^ ff^tOQOOÜÜE" "01 87 0 . 1 1 9 5 9 7 4 E d f " 
A3 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 ^ 88 0 . 1 2 1 6 5 7 9 E 01 
' 0 ¡ 1 1 1 7 0 6 4 ^ 01 " 89 0 . 1 1 9 5 9 7 4 E 01 




i U - CO 
^ a b l e 5 . 2 ( c o n t d . ) 
< Node P r e s s u r e Node P r e s s u r e 
91 0.100000CE 01 136 0.1194581E 01 0 
92 0.1000000E 01 » 137 0 .1 21 5277E^ 01 0 
93 0.1129867E 01 138 0.1194581E 01 0 
9A 0.1196598E 01 f 139 0.1128044E 01 0 
95 0.1217292E 01 •9 140 0.lOOOOOOE 01 _0 
96 0.1196598fc 01 » 141 6.1OOOdOJE 01 0 
97 0.1129867E 01 142 0.1125623E 01 0 
98 0.1000000E 01 143 0.1191250E 01 0 
99 0.1000000E 01 # 144 0.1211690E 01 0 
130 0 , 11300 53E 01 0 145 0.1191250E 01 0 
131 0,1196975E 01 0 146 0.1125623E 01 0 
l 102 0.1217737E 01 147 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 
103 0.1196975E 01 0 148 O.IOOOOOOE 01 0 
! 134 0.1130053E 01 0 149 0.1122102E 01 0 
135 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 150 0.1186288E 01 0 
136 0.1000000E 01 0 1 151 6.1206307E 01 0 
137 0 . 11300 59E 01 0 1 52 C.1186288E 01 0 
108 0.1197091E 01 0 153 0 .1 1 22iO'2E' 01 0 
109 0,1217896E 01 0 154 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 
110 0.1197091E 01 0 155 ' O.TdOOdOOE 01 0 
• 111 0.1130059E 01 0 156 0.1117339E 01 0 
112 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 157 0.1179462E a i 0 
113 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 158 0.1198869E 0-1 0 
114 0 , 1129874E 01 0 159 0.1179462E 01 0 
11 5 0.1196928E 01 0 160 0.1117339E 01 0 
116 0.1217750E 01 0 161 1 0.lOOOOOOE o"i 0 
; 11 7 0 . 1196928E 01 0 162 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 
118 0 . 1129874E 01 0 163 6 . i r i l i 6 0 E oi 0 
119 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 164 0.1170495E 01 0 
120 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 165 0.1189062E 01 0 
121 0.1129484E 01 0 166 0.1170495E 01 f-
122 0.1196468E 01 0 167 6 . 1 1 1 l i 6 0 E 01 0 
123 0.1217279E 01 0 168 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 
, 1 2 4 0.1196468E 01 0 . 169 " '6.VOOOOOOE' 01 0 
125 0.1129484E 01 0 170 0.1103358E 01 0 
1 126 0 . lOOOOOOE 01 0 171 0.1159041E 01 0 ; 127 0.lOOOOOOE 01 0 172 0.1176499E 01 0 
128 0.1128879E 01 0 '173 " ' 0 .1159b4 iE" 01' 0 
129 0.1195693E 01 0 _J 174 0 . 1 1 03358E 01 0 
'1 3 0 0.1216462E OT 0 175 6.lOOOOOOE 01 0 
131 0 . 1195693E 01 0 176 0.lOOOOOOE 01 Jt.. 
! 132 0 . 1128879E 01 f 177 0.1093668E " b i 0 
! 133 O.IOOOOOOE 01 0 . 178 0.1144664E 01 0 
! 134 0.lOOOOOOE 01 # 179 0.1160687E 01 0 • 
135 0 . t 1 2 8 0 4 4 E 01 • 0- ' 180 0.1144664E 01 0 
; • • . . • • 
K .j'5 • -f. 
I;: ?i i:,.:-;,:; J ' ^ 
( c o n t d . ) 
N o d e P r e s s u r e 
1 8 1 0 . 1 0 9 3 6 . 6 8 E 0 1 # 
1 8 2 
1 8 3 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 # 
1 8 4 
1 8 5 
^ Ö . 1 0 8 1 7 5 0 E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 1 2 6 7 9 7 E 0 1 # 
1 8 6 
1 8 7 
1 8 8 
1 8 9 
' Ï 9 0 
1 9 1 
0 . 1 1 4 0 9 8 3 E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 1 2 6 7 9 7 E 0 1 # 
" Ö . 1 0 8 1 7 5 0 E ' Ö T T  
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
^ O . i O O Ö Ö O Ö E O í ' 
0 , 1 0 6 7 1 5 5 E 0 1 ^ 
• 
1 9 2 
1 9 3 
0 . 1 1 0 4 6 8 0 E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 1 1 6 5 3 0 E 0 1 # 
1 9 4 
1 9 5 
f 9 6 ~ 
1 9 7 
0 . 1 1 0 4 6 8 0 E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 0 6 7 1 5 5 E 0 1 # 
Ö . I O O O O O O E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E C l # 
1 9 8 
1 9 9 
• • " " • Ö . 1 0 4 9 2 7 6 E " " Ö T  
0 . 1 C 7 7 2 7 4 E 0 1 # 
2 Ö 0 
2 0 1 
0 . 1 0 8 6 1 4 5 E Ö 1 ^ 
0 . 1 0 7 7 2 7 4 E 0 1 # 
2 0 2 
2 0 3 
0 . 1 0 4 9 2 7 6 E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 # 
2 0 4 
2 0 5 
•• O . i O Ô Û Û O Û E 0 1 ^ 
0 . 1 0 2 7 2 8 1 E 0 1 # 
2 0 6 
2 0 7 
0 . 1 0 4 3 1 0 6 E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 0 4 8 1 4 2 E 0 1 # 
2 Ö 8 
2 0 9 
0 . 1 0 4 3 1 0 6 E 0 1 / 
0 . 1 0 2 7 2 8 1 E 0 1 ^ 
" 1 T Ö * 
2 1 1 
2 1 2 • 
2 1 3 
" O . I O O O Ö O O E 0 1 ^ 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 ^ 
O . Î Ô O Ô d " O O E 0 1 # 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 / 
2 1 4 
2 1 5 
Ö . 1 0 Ö 0 0 C 0 E 0 1 ^ 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 / 
2 1 6 
2 1 7 
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5.3 The Characteristic Time for the Time-Dependent P r o b l e m a 
Finite Bearing 
This calculation attempted to establish the characteristic time for the 
rectangular gas slider bearing described in section 5.1. As before, the 
time steps were varied between calculations, while all other bearing 
parameters remaining unchanged. At each calculation the time step at 
which the pressure stabi Li sat i on began was recorded and results obtained 
are presented in Table 5.3. The approximate characteristic time was 
found to be 0.26S sec. 
Table 5.3 Optimum time-step size and characterist ic time for the 
rectangular gas slider bearing — mesh as shown in Fig,5.1 
1 Time Step Size 
1 6T 
Convergence Begins 
at Nth Step 
Characteristic Time / 
T = N.¿T / 
I 
1 0.004 65 0.260 1 
/ 0.005 52 0.260 1 
1 0.007 3S 0.266 1 
1 0,008 33 0.264 1 
1 0.010 27 0.270 i 
1 0.015 IS 0.270 1 
1 0.020 14 0.280 1 
1 0.025 11 0.275 { 
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1 0.030 1 9 / 0.270 1 
1 0.040 1 9 i 0.360 1 
1 0.050 1 9 1 0.450 1 
1 0.060 / 9 1 0.540 1 
1 0.070 i 9' 1 0.630 1 
1 0.080 1 9 1 0.720 1 
/ 0.090 1 11 1 0.990 1 
1 0.100 1 11 1 1.100 f 
1 0.500 1 13 1 6.500 1 
1 1.000 1 15 1 15.000 1 
1 2.000 1 17 1 34.000 1 
1 3.000 1 17 1 51.000 i 
1 4.000 1 
1 1 
17 1 68.000 } 
1 1 
This TabLe also shows the optTmum time-step size to predict the -final 
steady state soLution is in the range of 0.03 to O.OS. Time steps Larger 
than 0.03 sec. no Longer predict the characteristic time of the 
transient system, due to the omission of the non-L inear term and the use 
of a first order time integration scheme. 
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5.4 The Effect of Changes in Bearing Number on Bearing Load for the 
Rectangular Gas Slider Bearing 
By using the same rectangular gas slider bearing as that of section 5.2, 
for different values of the bearing nu/nber, A, a series of the resultant 
Loads attained, by the bearing was calculated. The result is given in 
TabLe 5.4 with the correspond ing curve plotted in Fig, 5.5. 










Asymptotic behaviour of Load against A, is again observed, 
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Fig. 5.t) Calculated loads at various bearing numbers 
5.5 Comparison of Plane Inclined Slider Bearing with Curved Slider 
Bearinq 
A comparison was made between two rectangular gas slider bearings whose 
bearing parameters were identical except that in the first case the 
inclined surface was an inclined plane H = 2 - X, while in the other it 
2 
was a parabolic surface H = 3 - 4X + 2X . For the same bearing numberj 
it was observed that not only the maximum nodal pressure was shifted 
towards the direction of the relative velocity, but also the load 
capacity of the curved surface gas slider bearing was much greater, as 
indicated in Table 5,5. These facts are of great interest to engineers 
involved in the design of gas slider bearings. 
Table 5.5 Comparison of pressure profile and load capacity between 
plane-wedge and curved rectangular gas slider bearings 
Type of Incline 
1 1 
Plane: H = 2 - X 
1 
Curved: H = 3 - 4X + ÎX""' 1 
1 
1 Maximum nodal 1 node 151 1- node 109 / 
1 pressure at 1 
! ¡ 
at X = 0.82 1 
1 
at X =0.74 1 
1 













(The rectangular gas sLider bearing used for the above was that empLoyed 
in section 5.2) 
A similar comparison was made between two infinitely long gas slider 
bearings, the results are recorded in table 5.6. 
Table 5.6 Comparison of pressure profile and load capacity between 
plane-wedge and curved gas slider bearings — the 1-D case 
Type of Incline Plane; H = 2 - X 
1 1 1 -1 
1 Maximum nodal i 
/ pressure at 1 
1 1 
node 81 1 
at X = 0 . 7 9 1 
1 
node 65 1 
at X = 0.75 / 










Curved: H = 3 - 4X + 2X' 
CThe bearing design used in this case was that of section 4.3) 
From these results it is obvious that although the plane wedge slider 
bearing may be the simplest design, it is definitely not the most 
efficient as far as load capacity and fnaximum pressure are concerned. 
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5.6 The Rectangular 6as Slider Bearing with a Tilted IncLined Plane 
{»Jedae 
The pressure profile of the common gas slider bearing was examined when 
the wedge-shape gas slider incline was tilted, that is, H = 2.6 - X - Y 
is used, instead of H = 2 - X. Fig. 5.6 shows both an inclined plane 
ASCD and a tilted plane PQCD. As expected^ lengthwise the maximum 
pressure attained is no Longer at mid-plane but rather shifted towards 
the lower end of the tilted plane, i.e. the line CD in Fig, 5.6. Table 
5.7 gives a comparison of results obtained for two rectangular gas 
slider bearings, one with an inclined wedge-shape plane, the other with 
a tilted plane. The finite element mesh is that of 217 elements, ISO 
elements with bearing number A = ID, viscosity = 0.-1666667. 
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Table 5.7 Comparison of pressure and Load capacity between pLane-wedge 
and tfLted rectangular gas slider bearings 
1 Type of Inclined 1 Plane Wedge Í 
1 H = 2 - X 1 
1 1 
Tilted Plane ! 
H = 2.6 - X - Y ! 
1 
1 Pressure at nodes 1 1 1 
1 (lengthwise.) along 1 1 1 
i Line of Maximum { 1 ) 
1 Pressure J I 1 
1 Node 1 (relative 1 1.000000 1 1.000000 1 
1 position) 1 1 1 
1 1 1.093303 1 1.037189 1 
1 3 / 1.140045 1 1.064644 I 
1 4 1 1.154338 (max.)/ 1.082201 / 
1 5 1 1.140045 1 •1,086003 (max.) 1 
! 6 1 1.093303 I i,066084 1 








As Table 5.7 shows that the load capacity of the inclined plane slider 
is much larger, everything else remaining the same, than that of a 
tilted plane slider. This explains why no tilted plane gas slider 
bearing is ever built for practical purposes. Fig. 5.7 shows the 3D 




ABCD is the inclined plane 
H = 2 - X 
PQCD is the titled plane 
H « 2.6 - X - Y 
Fig. 3.7 : 3-D Fressure Profile üf The Tilted Plane Rectangular Gas 
Slider Bearing 
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